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ABSTRACT 
The performance of a nuclear radiation detector constructed with a mercuric iodide (Hgl2) 
crystal grown by the vapor transport method of the conventional and simple static sublimation 
were measured. 
It was shown that the Hgl2 detector operated at room temperature and that the initial 
detection characteristics were maintained for a long period. 
The authors applied the detector to the measurements of fission products in JRR-3 cover-gas 
of JAERI and demonstrated that quantitative determination of 80keV y-ray released from 133Xe 
could be performed by the detector in spite of the extremely small size of its element (1.95mm2 x 
0.7mmt) . 
1 • Introduction 
The Ge semiconductor detector, which is widely used in the field of spectral measurement of 
radiation, especially of y-ray, has· an excellent energy resolution, but requires liquid nitrogen 
cooling. Therefore, the tedious supply and the big container of liquid nitrogen required are 
undesirable problems for its use. As a y-ray detector which can be used at room temperature, 
the N al (Tl) scintillation counter, which is often used for spectral measurement, is not so good in 
energy resolution, and cannot be used for complicated y-ray spectral measurements. 
Therefore, the development of a small semiconductor detector which can be operated at 
room temperature without liquid nitrogen cooling and shows a better energy resolution than N al 
(Tl) scintillation counter has been requested. 
As semiconductor detectors which can be operated at room temperature, Si, GaAs, CdTe, 
Hgl2 etc. are considered. If one compares atomic numbers, forbidden band gaps, mobilities of 
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electron and hole, mean free times etc. of these semiconductor materials[!], the Si detector does 
not fit the y-ray spectral measurement because of its small atomic number. Although the GaAs 
detector was the first to have shown a good energy resolution at room temperature among the 
compound semiconductors, the atomic number is almost the same as the Ge detector and only 
small single crystals can be obtained, and therefore its practical application is difficult. 
Although the CdTe detector has a larger atomic number than the Ge detector, there are problems 
such that the growth of big crystals is not obtained and the pulse height fluctuates during the time 
course. 
Compared with these detectors, the mercuric iodide detector has superior characteristics as 
a detector of y-ray spectral measurement since it has 
(1) a broad band gap which is necessary for performance at room temperature and 
(2) a large atomic number which is required for the efficient detection of photo electron 
peaks even by small crystals, 
Noticing the above points, the authors tried to fabricate the Hgl2 detector and to apply it to 
the field of y-ray measurement for a nuclear reactor. The detector was applied to the quantita­
tive measurement of radioactivity in the cover-gas of a nuclear reactor and was ascertained to 
be used practically as a monitor detector. 
2 . Fabrication of y·Ray Detector and Its Detection Characteristics 
2.1 Growth of Hglz Crystal and Fabrication of Detector 
There are several methods to grow Hgl2 crystals such as the solvent evaporation[2,3], and the 
vapor transport[ 4-7] which includes the static sublimation, the dynamic sublimation and the 
temperature fluctuation methods. The authors have grown Hgl2 crystals by these methods and 
fabricated a Hgl2 detector by mounting the crystals on a detector holder[8,9]. Through the 
measurement of detecting characteristics, it was found extremely difficult to fabricate a detector 
which has a high detecting efficiency and a good energy resolution in addition to the ability to 
maintain the initial detecting characteristics for a long period. 
Among the detectors fabricated, an Hgl2 detector which employed a crystal grown by the 
vapor transport method, utilizing simple static sublimation, exhibited a relatively good energy 
resolution and stable detecting characteristics. Therefore, it was selected as a detector to be 
studied in detail. The vapor transport method by the static sublimation is a crystal growth 
method where the starting material of Hgl2 is sealed into one end of a glass tube under vacuum 
and placed in the high temperature part of an electric furnace having two temperature regions. 
Many small Hgl2 crystals are grown in the low temperature part. Figure 1 shows the tempera­
ture distribution on the wall of the glass tube used for crystal growth. In #1 and #2, commercially 
available Hglz powder was employed as a starting material and in ##2, the crystal group grown 
in #2 was used as a starting material and sublimated again. 
After crystal growth for 10 days for #1, #2 and 5 days for ##2, many crystals with the size of 
a few mm square and 1 mm thick were obtained at the region where the tube wall temperature 
was about nooc. 
Among these crystals, highly transparent ones were chosen and cracked at easily cleavable 
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planes with a thin blade, etched by dipping into 
a 20-25% KI solution and washed. They were 
coated with Aquadag (glue like graphite) as 
the electrode and mounted on a detector holder 
with a SHV connector as shown in Fig.2. The 
points paid attention to during the fabricating 
process are: 
1 . In order to avoid an active amalgum 
reaction between mercury in the crystals and 
metal material, cover glass was intervened on 
the brass pedestal in the detector holder. 
2 . The gold lead wire was coated with 
Aquadag. As a finishing treatment, HumiSeal 
(transparent resin of acrylate) was coated on 
the whole surface of the crystals in order to 
maintain the stable detection characteristics of 
the detector for a long period. 
2. 2 Detection Characteristics of a-Ray 
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the measure­
ment circuit of a· and y·rays. From the obser· 
vation of the output wave of the preamplifier in 
the detection of y·ray from 241 Am, the initial 
rise time of the wave was obtained and the 
mobility of carrier, J.l, was calcu­
lated. 
By observing the voltage 
dependence of the pulse height, 
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2. 3 Detection Characteristics of 
y·Ray 
The distribution of pulse 
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(b) Detector's element 
Fig. 2 Structure of detector and its element 
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height for a 241Am y-ray source 
observed when -1,000V (on elec­
tron traversing) and + 1,000V (on 
hole traversing) were applied to 
the electrode at the radiation 
injection site of the ##2-2 Hgl2 
detector (Hgl2 single crystals of 1. 
95mm2 x0.7mm of thickness) is 
shown in Figs.4(a) and 4 (b). A 
better energy resolution was ob­
served for a negative bias than for 
a positive bias. This behavior 
comes from the fact that the 
Vacuum chamber 




Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of electronics 
charge collection characteristics of electrons are superior than those of the hole. When a 
negative bias was applied, the half width energy resolution was 4.9 keV for y-ray of 59.5keV. 
The pulse height distribution of the #1-3 Hgl2 detector (Hglz single crystals of 1 X 1.6 X 0. 
6mm3), which showed the best half width energy resolution among Hgl2 detectors fabricated by 
the authors, is shown in Fig.5. The half width energy resolution of 3.5ke V was obtained for the 
y-ray of 59.5keV. 
Furthermore, for the #1-3 Hgl2 detector, a stability test of long term detection characteristics 
was carried out by using a 241Am ray source. As illustrated in Fig.6, it was ascertained that the 
spectral characteristics did not change even after 5 years and the detector could be used as a 
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Fig. 4 241 Am y-ray spectra obtained from Hglz detector (1. 
95mm2 x 0.7mm) with (a) -1,000 V bias and (b) + 1,000 V 
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3 • Application 
•1-3 Hg12 detector 
(lxL6x0.5mm'l 
At present, there is no report that Hgl2 detec­
tor was tried to be used for the y-ray measure-
Gamma-ray source: Am-241 
Bios: -400V 
ment related to nuclear reactor. The authors 
measured the y-ray spectrum from the radiation 
nucleus in the cover-gas of JRR-3 using the Hgl2 
detector fabricated. 
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Figure 7 shows a system diagram for detect­
ing a failed fuel of JRR-3. The cooling material 
(heavy water) sampled each from 243 fuel-vessels 
is divided into two pathways and led to a gas 
stripper and separated into gas and water by the 
cover-gas (He gas) and the radiation activity in 
this gas was measured to detect the failed fuel 
[10]. The positions where the authors carried out 
Fig. 5 241 Am y-ray spectrum obtained 
from Hgl2 detector (1 X 1.6 X 0.5mm3) 
with -400 V bias at room temperature 
y-ray measurements using the Hgl2 detector are indicated by asterisks. 
In the following, the result of measurement will be shown in comparison with the example of 

































Fig. 6 Comparison of y-ray spectra obtained from Hgl2 
detector (1 X 1.6 X 0.5mm3), (upper) on Aug. 12, 1983 and 
(lower) on Oct. 15, 1978 
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3.1 Measurement of Radionuclides in the Cover-Gas Sample 
The radiation activity in the cover-gas introduced into a sampling cell of JRR-3 was 
measured by ##2-2 Hgl2 detector and Ge (Li) detector. The sampling cell made of aluminum of 
the thickness of 2mm having an inner volume of ll3cm3, was used. The y-ray spectral mea­
surements were performed in the arrangement 
shown in Fig.S for Hgl2 and Ge (Li) detectors. 
The pulse height distributions for the cover­
gas measured ll days after the sampling are 
shown in Fig.9 and 10 for Hgl2 and Ge (Li) detec­
tors, respectively. In both cases, peaks of y-ray 
of 80.99 keV from 133Xe and of Ka and K,B X-rays 
of 30.63 and 35.0 keV, emitted on the collapse of 
Xe to Cs, were observed. The results comparing 
the characteristics of the two detectors are shown 
in Table 1. Although the Hgl2 detector is of small 
size and usable at room temperaure, it is inferior 
in energy resolution and in detecting efficiency to 
the Ge (Li) detector. However, the detecting 
charateristics are good enough for the Hgl2 detec­
tor to be available in the measurement of low 
energy y-ray emitted from cover-gas. 
We tried to apply the Hgl2 detector to a 
quantitative analysis of the radioactive 
concentration of 133Xe. 
Firstly, we obtained the intrinsic detection 
efficiency of ##2-2 Hgl2 detector using 241 Am and 
57Co y-ray sources. The results are shown in 
Fig.ll. The interpolation of these results gave the 
intrinsic detection efficiency of y-ray of 80.99 
keV, E1nt as 0.25. 
Then, using the geometry whose cross section 
is shown in Fig.l2, the absolute detection effi­
ciency for the cover-gas in the sampling cell of the 
Hgl2 detector was calculated. On obtaining the 
absolute detection efficiency, e, the following 
approximations were employed: 
(1) The radiation source distributes evenly 
in the cell. 
(2) Only the radiation passing through the 
Cu collimator reaches the detector. 
(3) Aluminum wall does not depend on the 
- 6 -
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Fig. 7 y-ray spectrum measurement 




(a)Sampling cell-Hgl2 detector 
2mmt Al 55cm' Ge(Li)detector 
(b)Sampling cell-Ge(Li)detector 
Fig. 8 Geometry between sampling cell 
and detector for cover-gas y 
spectrometry using Hgl2 and Ge (Li) 
detectors 
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incidence direction and a constant decay 
is obtained. 
(4) Only the incoming y-ray on the surface 1 
facing the detector cell contributes to the � 
counting rate. The probability that the j 
incidence contributes to the peak count- 0 
500 
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ing rate does not depend on the incident 
angle, but is given by the intrinsic detec­
tion efficiency. 256 512 
Pulse helg/lt 
768 
Using these approximations, the absolute 
detection efficiency is given by the following 
equation: 
E = ( E�nt D.S/27t Rt2T) exp ( -AH) • 
[Rt ( /1 -JL22 -/1 -p12) 
-L1 (JLI -JLz) + T ( 1 -JL1) ) 
Here, intrinsic detection efficiency of the 
Hglz detector E1nt : 0.25 
Radius of the sampling cell R1 : 2.8cm 
Length of the sampling cell T : 4.6cm 
Thickness of the sampling 
cell 
H: 0.2cm 
Distance from the sampling cell to the 
surface of Hgl2 crystals L1 : 0.63cm 
Radius of the hole of Cu 
collimator Rz : 0.25cm 
Distance from Cu collimator to the 
surface of Hgl2 crystals Lz : 0.28cm 
Absorption coefficient of AI 




JL1 =cos81 = (Tt +L) j/ (T +L1)2+R12 
JLz =cos8z =Lz/1Lz2+ R22 
Introducing these values into equation(1), 
E = 1.70 X 10-s 
was obtained. 
(1) 
The radioactivity N (pCi) in the cell is calcu­
lated by the following equation using the absolute 
detection efficiency E, y-ray branching ratio B 
and peak counting rate P (cps) 
N=P/ (3.7 xl04XBXE) (2) 
Therefore, noticing the y-ray peak of 80 keV 
v 
� " 
Fig. 9 · y-ray pulse height ·distribution 
obtained from Hglz detector ( 1. 
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Fig. 10 y-ray pulse height distribution 
from Ge(Li) detector 
Table 1 Comparison of size and perfor­
mance of Hglz and Ge(Li) detectors 
PerConance 1lgl1 detector Cc(L.) del ector 
Detector size 1. gs •• •.o. r.. 46.laa-$tlha ' 
Detector volu.a 1. 4 ••' SS ca, 
Detector Lea_peralure il:ooa leaperalure 11 k 
Detector biaa ·1000 y •2400 y 
Sbap ia& ti ae 3 p. sec 2 " sec 
Cover-us puhe hei&bl Fi&. t Fh. 10 
Distribulioa 
Xe-133 BOkeY r -rar 
FIUI reaolul ioa 7. 5 keY I. 5 keY 
Peak coua1ia1 rale 0. 208 cpc 19.46 CPI 
Ca· 30.1keV 1-rar 
nu• resolulioa 3.4 keY %. 4 keY 
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of 133Xe , introduction of P=0.208 cps, B=0.366 
into the above equation (2) gives N as 0.90 ,uCi. 
Deviding this value by the volume of 113cm3, the 
radioactive concentration of 133Xe in the cell was 
obtained as 8.0 x10-3 ,uCi/cm3• 
On the other hand, in order to estimate the 
correctness of the above approximated analytical 
calculation, the radioactive concentration was 
also calculated by the Monte· Carlo method con­
sidering the three dimensional form. It was 
ascertained that the radioactive concentration 
was almost identical, being 7.9 x 10-3 ,uCi/cm3• 
On the other hand, the radioactive con­
centration obtained from the counted value mea­
sured by the Ge(Li) detector was 9.4 x 10-3 ,uCi/ 
cm3• Comparing the two results, the analytical 
reasult given by the Hgl2 detector is a smaller 
value by about 15 %, but it is assumed to be of 
sufficient accuracy considering that the dimen­
tion of the detector is small. Thus, it was ascer­
tained that the Hgl2 detector can be used for the 
quantitative measurement of y-ray. 
3. 2 Measurement of the Radionuclides in the 
Cover-Ga.s in the Reactor Room 
While JRR-3 is operated under an output of 
10 MW, the y-ray of the radioactivity in the cover­
gas flowing into the monitor chamber (MC-2, 
volume of 100 cm3) at a rate of 2 .e /min was 
measured. As an Hgl2 detector, #1-3 detector 
was used. The distribution of pulse height of 
y-ray measured is shown in Fig.13. The y-ray of 
80 keV from 133Xe and the y-ray of 250 keV from 
135Xe with a shorter half life, which could not be 
measured for the sampling, gas, were clearly 
observed. 
The result of the measurement for the cover­
gas, which was sealed into. the monitor chamber 
when cover-gas did not flow by the stop ofJRR-3, 
are shown in Figs.14(a) and 14(b). For Fig.(a), 
47000s (about 13 h) were counted and for Fig.(b), 
further 212000s (about 2.45 d) after the previous 
-8-
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Fig. 12 Calculation model for cover-gas 
•1-3 Hglz detector 
(1x1.6xO,Smm') 
Bios -900V 
JRR-3 cover gos in MC-2 
.Gos flow 21/min 






Fig. 13 JRR-3 cover-gas y-ray spectrum 
obtained from Hgl2 detector with'- 900 
V bias at room temperature 
4096 
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measurement were counted. In 
these measurements, the process 
of decay of radioactive nucleuses, 
135Xe (half life of 9.1 h) and 133Xe 
(half life of 5.25 d) which are the 
main species in the cover-gas, was 
measured. Due to this process, 
the relative ratio of the y-ray peak 
of 250 keV of 135Xe with a shorter 
half life, to the y-ray peak of 80 
ke V of 133Xe with a longer half life 
is changing. 
It was ascertained that the 
changing ratio of both countings 
shows a good agteement with.that 
calculated using the values of the 
half life. In this way stable oper­
ation of the Hgi2 detector was 
ascertained. 
4 • Conclusion 
As described above, the 
authors fabricated a small nuclear 
radiation detector by using single 
crystals of Hgi2 which were grown 
by a simple vapor transport 
method, measured the detection 
characteristics and applied it to 
the quantitative determination and 
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chamber ( No gas now ) 
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Time: 212000!18C 
2048 
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4096 
Fig.14 y-ray spectrum of JRR-3 cover-gas in monitor 
chamber obtained from Hgl2 detector after cover­
gas flow was shut off 
the cover-gas of JRR-3 nuclear reactor. As a result, provided that the quantitative calculation 
is made with due consideration of the geometrical conditions of the detector and the object to be 
measured, the Hgi2 detector was ascertained to be applicable enough to the quantitative determi­
nation in the region of relatively low y-ray energy such as 50-250 keV, and it was also ascertained 
that it can be used stably for the y-ray measurement even at room temperature. The Hgi2 
detector will be applied to various fields in the future, due to the merit that it is small and usable 
at room temperature. 
The authors would like to express many thanks to Emeritus Professor of Osaka University, 
Dr. Yoshifumi Sakurai for his guidance and advice in this research. The authors wish to 
emphasize that this research is "a product of cooperative use of the facilities of Japan Atomic 
Energy Research Institute". 
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1 . 本装置の説明 5も














































穴面 (8max)以内と指定条件があるが一般的である。 一方， 人的感覚に依存する場合， 到底理論上壁面
で示す様な壁面(図示. 水平面)に切削仕上げすることは不可能に近く(切削過， による不適格のた
め) その結果， 限界を見込んだ斜線で示される範囲 (8m8X �恥n) に限定される。
従ってこの範囲内に仕上げされているか否かを確認する軸穴テーパー精度測定法が， すなわち，こ〉
で述べようとしている本考案装置による測定法である。 図 5において， 限界値角及び許容値角に適用
する荷重によって切削仕上げされた基準試料の九in .8maxを本装置であらかじめ測定しておげば， こ
の範囲を満足する荷重の加圧によって軸穴は切削され， その試料の任意角。nは




角。'mln. Omaxとの比較法をとっているため， この方法を， 本文で簡易比較法と呼ぶ。











nmax > n8n > nmin 
と書き改められる






llmax(b) - llmax(a) =ムllmax 1 
llOn(b) - llOn(a}ニムllOn ト
llmin(b) - llmln(a) = .ð.llm1n J 
.ð.llmax > .ð.llOn >ムllmln
となる



















b .  a のインジケータの読み
b .  a インジケターの読み
b .  a インジケータの読み







(1) 電気設備学誌 vo1. 8. 1988 p7 57�762 
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Reformative Oevice for SimplifieØ finislli，l1g a，nd Accuracy 
Judgemenf Method of Bore Surface for Inserting Shaft. 
Akio Yanase， Yuukichi Takayasu 
Due to the shortfge of skilled workers， It is necessary to simplicfied method shave finishing and 
Accuracy judgment of Teper Bore surfaces， For the purpose various methods have been Deviced. 
But there are Economical and other problems in them， and the manual finishing mostly depending 
and human sens is the present status. From this Viewpoint， the simplified finishing method 
which does not require skill and is easy， in addition， the Economical burden which is relatively 
light and the device which can confirm accuracy and simplified method. thus the effect in its 
practical use was obtained. Moreover， this device has such features that its operation can he 
simply carried out by anyone， and it can' be applied to finishing of bore surfaces in almost all 
specimens of this kind. 
[英文和訳]
改良型軸穴仕上げ及び簡易精度判別装置
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軸方向流れについては無数の毛細管内の流れで， また， 半径 方向流れについては仮想的な平行薄膜(等
価すきま) 内の流れで置き換えて考えるものである。 等価すきま九は
he =V121<.，1 (1) 
で与えられる。 ここに， 1<.，は多孔質材料の透過率である。 修正レイノルズ方程式は次のように与えら
れる。
軸受すきま内:
， ← ( σ旦手上-λ (P 2_P 2)1 a rnTunaPl I CJ I RH3p ::::�� I一{百五百l�U� � aR J - l _a(PH) 目­L‘' δτ 
( 0孟R三五R1) 1 
(R1孟R孟1) I 
等価すきま内:
aP qh'â子+(lz+λ)P2_hp2- J3PS 2 




qJ. 'â子+ (J2+ J3)p 2-λP 2_λPc 2 (R2;;玉R�五R1)
上式において， 無次元 化は次の定義によっている。
P=i，P=Z HzfL H一主主 P.= �s . Pe=主九 九' ん， ��r - ho' .L 5 ρa' ょ Pa'
rn 2 � lλ 12uω( r.目、zR=万， � =す，�=瓦 ， 戸ずは) ， 一t，
ーにll/ T _� T_G1 T_� 一一一�r λ = ，:! ， la = � l， J4=一一2 ' J3 - 2 ' 耳2
(2) 
( 3) 
ただし， h .軸受のすきま， ρ :軸受すきま内圧力， /5:等価すきま内圧力， hø :代表軸受すきま， Pa : 
周囲圧力， Ps:給気圧力， Pc:空気内圧力， ω:代表円振動数， t :時間， λ:気孔率 である。
動特性の解析に当たっては， 平衡状態まわりの微小な正弦波振動を考えて， 軸受すきまおよび圧力
を次のように置いて解析する。
多孔質部 ( 0孟R三五九): 
H1ニ1+εejT ì 
P1二�o+FItεeJτj
P 1 =.Ro+F1tEejτj 










義される。 それぞれを， '1tがPa/høおよび'1tYo 2PaI (九ω) で無次元 化した無次元剛性K， 無次元減衰係
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数Bは10個の無次元パラメータ Rt=η/九， R2 =η/η， Rs=九/ro， Gt， G2， Hn， PS， Hr， H c， σ(ス




たものである。 図中， 実線は空気室を設けた場合の， 一点鎖線は空気室がない場合の値を示している。
図3， 4は横軸に軸受すきま比 耳=ん/んをとり， パラメーターとして空気室の無次元深さ民二九/
hto および無次元給気圧力九二九/Pa をとっている。 これらの図に見られるように， 空気室を設ける
ことによって剛性は少し低下し， 減衰係数は耳 の小さい領域では低下するが民の大きい領域で増加
している。 すなわち， 軸受すきまの小さい領域で動的安定性が改善されていることがわかる。 図3よ












図3 剛性， 減衰係数に及ぽす空気室の影響 。
-0.2 













4 . 結 言
多孔質静圧気体スラスト軸受の多子L質体背面に空気





前刷， 35， (1988). 
(2) 森・矢部・小野:日本機械学会論文集， 2与一205，
1466， (1963). 
(3) 佐藤・森:潤滑， 22-2， 101， (1977). 
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図5 剛性， 減衰係数に及ぽす空気室の影響
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Improvement of Stabilization of Externally 
Pressurized Porous Thrust Gas Bearings 
Y oshio HARUY AMA， Kazuaki SHIOZA W A and Setsuo EBA T A 
The pneumatic hammer instability is frequently observed in externally pressurized porous 
gas. bearings and the寸cause of this instability is the compressibility of operating gas. In this 
report， a stabilizing method to use a pneumatic capacitance stabilizer is presented and analyzed. 




春山 義夫， 塩津 和章， 江幡 節男
多孔質静圧気体スラスト軸受は気体の圧縮性に起因するニューマチックハンマ不安定現象を生じや
すい。 本研究では， 軸受の安定性を改善するために安定 化要素として空気室を設けることを提案し，






能登谷久公， 山田 茂， 高辻 雄三， 大山 達雄











C， SCM 4， SNCM 8，  SK 3 ，SUJ 3およびSKS
2の 6 種類の市販の丸材である。 これら各鋼の
化学成 分 は Table 1に 示 すごと く で， 直 径
50�70mm の丸材を鍛造し， 60mmx8mmx 1 5  
mm の大きさに機械仕上げを行なった。 熱処理
Tab!e 1 各鋼の化学成分
Gnup M・'tt'・" C I 51 
$.5 C 0.'時 。1.3。
A 5CII4 0.4。 0.21 
511CM8 0.40 0.2・
SK 3 1.05 0.21・
B 5UJ 3 1.0・ a・6
s・E・2 1.05 0.2‘ 
は各試料ともソ1レトパスで 1123K ， 1. 7ks (8500C， 30min. ) に加熱
保持して油中焼入れを行ない， ついで各種の温度で焼戻しを行なっ
た。 このとき研削用試料は炭素量0.4%程度のグループωのS45C，
SCM4， SNCM8では， かたさを HRC50， 40， 30に選び， 炭素量
1 %程度のグループ(B)のSK 3， SUJ 3， SKS 2は， かたさを HR C
60， 50， 40に選んだ。 また， かたきとX線回折プロフイール半価幅
(以後X線半価幅という) の関係を調べる試料については 473K か
M. P 5 I C， c. '" "・ w 、e
。.刷 0.G3 0.03 0.20 0.30 。.20 一 一 一
0.6& 。訓. 。。“ 0.9 7 0.0・ 0.0<‘ 。'.1・ 一 一
0.7・- ODl2 0.02 0.74 a四 1.71 。.17 一 _， 
0.32 a刷Z 0.013 0.11 CJ.IHI 0.0・ 一 一
。c91 回'.017 。..011 1.03 。.04 CJ.IHI 。1.03 ー
0.7・ iI.O割 。a岨 0.77 0.0， 。'.0' 一 1.3・ 。0・ l
Tab!e 2 X線照射条件
To" .I， FIU.， 
V.U・9'1， Curr.n' 
5c・剛Ifto 5p..d 
c・un' F・.11 5col. 
Tlm. COft. r on' 













らは 50 K間隔で焼戻し温度を変えて1. 8ks (30min. ) の間ソルトパス中に保持し， 空冷したものであ
る。
これらの温度で焼戻した試料の一面について電解研磨と水研磨によって表面下 l nlp 程度除去し
て熱処理による脱炭の影響を少なくするようにした。 この研磨面についてX線残留応力を測定する要














































一方， SK 3およびSUJ 3のものではかたさが820Hvから
8 70 Hvと大きい。 しかし， X線半価幅はSK 3のものはS45C
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SUJ 3 .� Depth from ground surface， μm 












かたさ の 変 化 を対比さ せたもの が





応力層の深さは 『I V.30 33明内， v.O.lmls， 1・40"，鳴
大となり， 研削 町J 545C. . I . SC�4. I _SNCM8 
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Influence of the Defference of Work Material 
Hardness on the Residual Stress in Ground Layers 
Hisakimi NOTOY AMA， Shigeru YAMADA， 
Yuzo TAKATUJII， Tatsuo OOYAMA 
It was known that the ground surface of annealed steel was hardened and some part of groud 
layer on heat hardend steel were soften by work strain respectively. 
Correlation between this softening effect and residual stress in ground layer was not well 
developed. 
In this work， correspondence of hardness to half value broad of X-ray for several kinds of 
steel treated of diffrent tempering temperatures was examined. 
Relationship between hardness and half value broad of X-ray and structure of ground surface 
were discussed. 
Furthermore， the residual stress and hardness depended on the depth from ground surface 
were measured. 
It can be concluded that the hardenss below finished surface corresponded with its'half value 
broad of X-ray varied with the sort of steels， and the distribution of hardness and residual stress 
induced by grinding made a good agreement. 
[英文和訳]
研削層におけるかたさの変化と残留応力について







その結果， 鋼種によってそれぞれ異なるが， かたさとX線半価幅は良好な相関性を示しており， ま
た研削による残留応力分布とかたさの変化がよく対応することが知られた。
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HIGH-ENERGY FLARE EXPLOSIONS DRIVEN BY 3-DIMENSIONAL 
X-TYPE CURRENT LOOP COALESCENCE 
Jun-ichi SakaP and Cornelis de Jager2 
1 Department of Applied Mathematics and Physics 
Faculty of Engineering, Toyama University 
Toyama, 930 JAPAN 
2 SRON Laboratory for Space Research 
Sorbonnelaan 2, 3584 CA Utrecht, The Netherlands 
Abstract 
We present a model for high-energy solar flare explosions driven by 3-dimensional X-type 
current loop coalescence. The 3-dimensional X-type loop coalescence, where two crossed flux­
tubes interact in one point, is a fundamentally new process as compared to the l,D and 2-D cases 
studied earlier. It is shown that, following the strong plasma collapse due to pinch effect, a 
point-like plasma explosion can be driven and also fast magnetosonic shock waves can be excited; 
We found that the conditions in the area producing the remarkable flare bursts of 21 May 1984 
were indeed such that the many flare spikes could have been due to 3-D explosive X-type current 
loop coalescence. We also show, by studing the conding the conditions of shock formation in a 
Gamma ray flare, that the time delay of y-rays from the impulsive phase could be the time needed 
for the shock formation in the flaring region. 
We draw some general conclusions on the question why certain flares do emit y-rays in the Mev 
energy range, and why other, apparently important and large flares, do not. We accentuate the 
fact that a well-developed high-energy flare has three phases of particle acceleration. 
1. I ntroduction 
The current loop coalescence model of  solar flares (Gold and H oyle, 1960; Taj ima; Brunei, 
and Sakai, 1982 ; Tajima et al. ,  1987 ; for a review see Sakai and Ohsawa, 1987) provides keys to 
understanding many of the characteristic of solar flares such as explosive plasma heating, 
high-energy particle (for both protons and electrons) acceleration, and quasi-periodic oscillation 
of electromagnetic emission .  Recently it was shown (Sakai, 1989, 1990; ·Sakai and de ]agar, 
1989a, 1899b) that the loop coalescence processes may have different signatures, depending on the 
geometry of the region containing the two interacting current loops, · The key parameters 
characterizing different signatures are a scale L along the loop current, which characterizes the 
length of the interacting region of two loops, and a radius R of the current loop; as shown in Fig. 
--27-
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1 . As seen in Fig. 1 (a) 
where L '> > R, an almost 
one-dimentional current 
sheet can be induced ·in the 
interacting region by the 
approach of two l oops 
(Sakai and Ohsawa, 1987; 
Sakai, 1989) . In this situ· 
ation two current loops coa· 
lesce with periodic-osilla· 
tions, when BP (magnetic 
field produced by the cur· 
rent) exceeds Bt (magnetic 
field along the loop) . Dur· 
ing the coalecence both elec· 
trons and protons can be 
simultaneusly accelerated 
to relativistic energies 
within one second (Sakai, 
1990). In contrast, when 
Bp < Bt. the loop coalesen­
ce proceeds associated with 
motions causing plasma tilt· 
ing and without strong 
quasi-periodic oscillations. 
When L > R, as seen in 
Fig.l (b) , a flow of strong 
plasma jets can be driven by 
the plasma tilting motion 
around the magnetic recon­
nection point (Sakai, 1989) . 
This mechanism has been 
applied to explain the coro· 
nal explosion (Sakai and de 
Jager, 1989b) . 
The third situation 
where L < R, is the case of 
3-dimensional X-type cur­
rent l o o p  co alescence 
(Sakai  and de ]agar ,  
1989a) , which we study in 




Fig. 1 Sehematic pictures showing three types of the current loop 
coalescence: (a) 1-D coalescence, (b) 2-D coalescence, (c) 
3-D X-type coalesc�nce. L is a characteristic length of the 
interacting region. 2R is a diameters of the loop with plasma 
current j along the magnetic field, B,. Bp is poloidal mag­
netic field produced by the plasma current. 
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dimensional X-type current loop coalescence, where the two crossed flux-tubes interact in one 
point, is a fundamentally new process as compared with the above two cases. It is shown that 
a strong point-like plasma explosion can be driven by the plasma collapse due to the magnetic 
pinch effect, and also fast magnetosonic shock waves can be excited by the strong expanding 
plasma flows. We found that the conditions in the area producing the remarkable.flare-bursts 
of 21 May 1984 were due to 3-dimensional explosive X-type current loop coalecence. Table 1 
summarizes some characteristics of three types of the current loop coalescence and typical solar 
flares explained by them. 
We also found by studing the conditions of shock formation in a Gamma-ray flare that the 
time delay observed in high energy y-rays could be identified with the time delay needed for the 
shock formation in the flaring region. In section 2 we present a theoretical model describing 
3-dimentional X-type current loop coalescence, and we derive the basic equations. In section 3 
we show some numerical results obtained from the basic equation. In section 4 we apply the 
3-dimensional X-type current loop coalescence model to the 21 May 1984 flare. We also study the 
conditions of shock formation and discuss the time delay observed in high energy y-rays, 
associated with high energy proton acceleration by shocks. 
We draw some general conclusions on the question why certain flares do emit y-rays in the 
Mev energy range, and why other, apparetly important and large flares, do not, We accentuate 
the fact that a well-developed high-energy flare has three phases of particle acceleration. 
2. Theoretica l Mode l of 3-D X-type Coa lescence 
As it is difficult to analyse the plasma dynamics in the whole region shown in Fig.1 (c) , we 
concentrate on the study of the local plasma behaviour near the X-type current interacting region. 
Table 1 
� 
Characteristics of Typical Solar Flares 
Current Loop Coalescence and References 
n. > B, : Quasi-periodic energy 1980 June 7 
1-D release and high 1982 Nov. 26 
energy particle 
Coalescence acceleration Sakai and Ohsawa 
B, > n.: Tilting (1987) 
Plasma jet formation driven by 1980 May 26 
2-D tilting motion and shock (Coronal Explosion) 
Coalescence formation Sakai and de Jager 
(1989b) 
3D point-like explosion 1984 May 21 
3-D followin.g strong magnetic 
Coalescence collapse and shock Sakai and de Jager 
formation (1989a) 
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Recently,. associated with the study of 3-dimensional steady magnetic reconnection near an 
X-point magnetic configuration with an additional orthtogonal magnetic field component (Hesse 
and Schindler, 1988; Green, 1988; Sonneruup, 1988), Priest and Forbes (1989) showed that when 
3-D magnetic reconnection occurs, there is a dynamic MHD behaviour with current concentration 
and strong plasma· jets. 
We start to assume that the 3-dimensional X-type cuurrent loop coalescence is essentially 
non-steady and dynamic process and the magnetic fields near the X-point are given by 
X By (x,  t) =by (t) T, 
Bz (t) = bz (t) , 
(2-1 ) 
which are the lowest orders of expansion of merging-type magnetic fields close to the X-point 
(Hesse and Schindler, 1988). A. is a characteristic scale-length of the X-type current interacting 
region. The .time-dependent coefficents implying dynamic behaviour in Eq. (2 -1 )  can be deter­
mined self-consistently from the MHD equations. 
We also assume that the plasma flow velocities near the X-point can be given by 
. 
b Vx (x,y) = bx, 
a Vy (y,t) = ay' 
Vz (z ,t) = .S..z, c1 
(2-2) 
where we introduced three time-dependent scale factors, a (t) , b (t) and c1 (t) , which can be 
also determined later. 
The dot means derivative with respect to time. We start from the following MHD equations, 
� +div (p v) = O, (2-3) 
av 1 
p ( at + v• vv) = -vp + 4nrotBxB, 
as c2 
at = rot (v x B) + 4no-Lo.B, 
�i + v•vp + ypdivv=O, 




Substituting the expressions for velocities Eq. (2-2) into Eq. (2-3) , we find that the plasma 
density p (t) can be given by 
p (t) Po (2-7) a (t) b (t) cl (t) ' 
where Po is a constant. 
By use of Eqs. (2 -1 )  and (2-2) , we obtain from Eq. (2-5) that the magnetic fields obey as follows, 
B( )_ Bo. y x y,t - a2c1 T• 
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BY (x,t) = b��1 � , 
B (t) = Bzo z ab ' 
where Bo and Bzo are constants. 
If we assume that the plasma pressure p(x, y, z, t) can be expressed as 
(2-8) 
- � � � p(x, Y, Z, t)-Po(t)-Pxo(t)V-Pyo(t)v-Pzo(t)V, (2-9) 
we find from Eq. (2-6) that the time-dependent coefficients in Eq. (2-9) can be given by 





Pzo (t) = (ab)�
0�1y +2, 
where p00 is a constant. 
(2-10) 
Finally we obtain the basic equations describing the time evolution of three shale factors, a 
(t), b(t), and c1(t) from the equatins of motion, Eq. (2-4) as 
d2a f1r, 1 1 b 
dt2 - ay (bcl)Y 1 +c;-Cl)-az), 
d2b f1r, 1 a 1 
dtz- (ac1)y 1by c1 (lJ2-a), 
d2Ct f1r, 




where time is normalized by TA =A. /vAo, where v Ao = B0/ I 4npo, and f3p (poloidal plasma beta ratio 
depending on the amplitude B0 of magnetic fields produced by the plasma current) is defined as 
flr,= s;oo =( �00 r /3, where /3= 8�f:o' (2-14) 
In Eqs, (2-11)-(2-13), the first terms at the right-handed side show the plasma pressure 
gradient, while the second terms show the magnetic Lorentz force, causing the plasma pinch 
effect, which can become strong when the plasma f3 is smalL 
The plasma current induced by the X-type coalescence flows almost along the z-direction and 
can be given by 
-
( ) cEo ( 1 1 ) Jz t · = 4nA. ct 1.)2-az ' (2-15) 
Once the three time-dependent scale factors can be determined from the above equations, we find 
all physical quantities from them. 
3. Nu merica l resu lts 
3.1 3-0 po int- l ike explosion fol lowing  strong magnetic col l apse 
We show here some numerical results obtained from Eqs, (2-11)- (2-13); The important 
parameter which controls the plasma dynamics near the X-type coalescence region is the poloidal 
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plasma beta {Jp in Eqs. (2-11)-(2-13). If {Jp is less than about one, we observe strong plasma 
compression (magnetic collapse) driven by the magnetic pinch effect in the direction of coales­
cence. 
This strong magnetic collapse can continue to drive strong point-like 3-dimensional explo­
sion. On the other hand, when {Jp is larger than about one, we only observe weak plasma 
expansion without plasma collapse. The critical {Jp, depending on whether the strong plasma 
collapse can occur or not, is about fJp = 1 .  4, as appears from the numerical calculation. 
We show results for the following initial conditions ; 
. 
. . 
a=1, a=-0.1, b=2, b=O, c1=1, c1=0 and {Jp=0.5, 
where Vy(t=O) =ax/a= -0.1x means that the colliding direction of the two current loops is the 
y-direction. We note that the results are insensitive to the initial colliding velocity. The 
adiabatic ratio y is taken to be y=5/3. 
Figure 2 shows the time history of plasma velocity components. The strong plasma inflow 
(vy<O) toward the X-point can be driven by the magnetic pinch effect. After the maximum in 
the collapsing flow, which occurs around 0.87 'r'A, the plasma motion rapidly changes into an 
outward expansion. This phenomenon is a point-like plasma explosion driven by the magnetic 
plasma collapse. During the magnetic collapse, the plasma density enhances by about a factor 
10 as compared with the initial density p(t=0)/p0=0.5, as seen in Fig. 3. 
Figure 4 shows the time history of the magnetic field components. As a consequence of the 
strong plasma collapse an almose one dimensional current sheet (Bx >>By) can be transiently 
formed near the X -point. The magnetic field, Bz almost along the current loop can enhance by 
a factor of about 10 as compared with the initial strength, Bz (t = 0) /Bzo = 0.5. 
Figure 5 shows time history of plasma pressrure. As seen in the figure, the plasma pressure, 
py0 in the collapsing direction can be strongly enhanced. 
We note that during the strong magnetic collapse the magnetic field can change drastically, 
which can lead to the generation of strong inductive electric fields. These strong electric fields 
can accelerate particles to high energy within a very short period of time. 
Figure 6 shows the time history of plasma velocities when {Jp = 1.4 7. As seen in the figure of 
Vy, there occurs a very weak plasma inflow, which is associated with very weak plasma expan­
sion. 
Therefore, we conclude from these numerical results that when the poloidal plasma {Jp is less 
than about one, the strong magnetic plasma collapse can drive a violent 3-D point-like plasma 
explosion within a very short interval of time. 
We make note about the results oftained for y=5/3. When y=5/3, the basic equations (2-
11)-(2-13) seem to be explosive near the implosion time t=0.87. Therefore the results after 
t=0.87 are apparent. Near the implosion time, the current sheet becomes nearlly one dimen­
sional strcture. Therefore if we use y = 3 near the implosion time, we have the explosions for V y 
as shows in Fig.2. 
We need more investigation for the explosion dynamics near the implosion time. 
3. 2 Fast magnetoso n ic shock wave formation 
We found in the previous section that strong outward plasma flow can be rapidly driven by 
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the magnetic collapse. Here we examine the 
possibility whether fast magnetosonic shock 
waves can be excited or not by the strong 
expanding plasma flow. 
The shock formation can occur when the 
local plasma flow velocity exceeds the local 
magnetosonic velocity, namely 
( 3-1 ) 
This condition can be written as follow by 
use of khysical expressions for v, B, p, p that 
appeared in the previous section ; 
[( c, ) 2 {Jp ]·-2 c; + (ac,) r+'cr+' z > 
_s__+ {Jp ab (abc,) r 10 
where x=x/l, y=y/l, and z=z/l. 
The following time-dependent coefficients, 
Xs. Y 8, and Zs are crucial for the shock for­
mation; 
( 3-3) 
Zs= ( cc', )2 + {Jp (ab)r 'cr+'· 
If Xs and Y s are positive, then the shock 
waves can be produced. Figure 7 shows the 
time history of the above defined quantities 
Xs. and Y8• As seen in the figure, fast 
magnetosonic shock waves can be generated 
after the strong plasma magnetic collapse. 
The fast magnetosonic shock waves can also 
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Fig. 2 
Fig. 2 Time history of three components of the 
plasma velocity Vx=b/b, Vy=a/a, Vz=c1/c1 
for f3p=0.5. The time is normalized by 'l'A, 
and the velocity is normalized by VAo- The 
strong plasma inflow (vy<O) occurs in a 
coalesing direction, after then strong point­
like explosion occurs in all diretions. 
-oL--------�-------�-� 
0 0.5 1.0 
Tin•e 
tic energies. These may then emit high- Fig. 3 
enegy y-rays (Sakai and Ohsawa, 1987) _ 
Time history of the plasma density (pI 
Po)= (abc,)-1 for f3p=0.5. The time is nor­
malized by 'l'A and the density is normarized 
by Po. The initial density is 0. 5 Po. The acceleration time to relativistic energies 
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Fig. 4 Time history of the magnetic field com­
ponents for f3p=0.5. The time is normal­
ized by TA. Bx = (a2c1)-1 and By= (b2 
c1)-1 are. normalized by Bo, and Bz= 
(ab)-1 is normalized by Bzo. 















Fig.4 -10 L-��----'--------'-:----' 
0 0.5 1.0 
Time 
Fig. 5 Time history of the plasma pressures for 
f3p = 0. 5. The time is normalized by TA 
and the pressures are normalized by Poo. 
by fast magnetosonic shocks is quite short and less than one second. Therefore it becomes very 
important for the explanation of the observed time delays in solar Gamma ray emmision to know 
how fast the fast magnetosonic shock waves can be formed in a flaring region. We will discuss 
this problem in the next section. 
4. Appl icat ions a n d  discu ssion 
In this section we wish to apply the foregoing results to a few, mostly high-energy, flc;tres and 
we draw some general conclusions on the question why certain flares do emit in the Mev energy 
range, and why other, apparently important and large flares, do not. We accentuate the fact that 
well-developed high-energy flare has three phases of particle acceleration. 
4.1 The sma l l  energetic f lare of May 21 1984; 13 : 26 UT 
This flare, observed by Kaufmann et a!. ( 1985, 1986) was remarkable in many respects. It 
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lasted for about a minute only, and consisted 
of a number of impulsive bursts. The most 
remarkable of these was one at 13 : 26 : 32 
UT. It lasted for three seconds only, but at 
millimeter waves (90 GHz, a surprizingly 
high frequency for flare radiation) it was the 
strongest burst of the flare and the same was 
true in X-rays of energies above 100 Kev. 
Very remarkable was the fine structure in 
microwaves. At 90 GHz the burst consisted 
of at least 13 discrete spikes, each with an 
average duration of about OJ s. The bursts 
were almost symmetric, with rise and decay 
times of 60 ms. 
This 3-seconds burst complex was dis­
cussed by Kaufmann et aL ( 1986) , de Jager et 
aL (1987) and Sakai and de Jager (1989a) _ 
In the second of these studies it was shown 
that the radiation properties of each of the 0 .  
1 s-bursts could be explained quantitatively 
by the following course of events. By some 
mechanism plasma is accelerated to energies 
up to several 100 Kev, with a kinetic tempera­
ture of about 5 x 108 K, and an electron den­
sity of 101 1  cm-3• The linear size of this 
plasma knot is about 350 km. Its magnetic 
field is 1400 to 2000 G. It can then be shown 
that such a plasma knot will loose its high 
energy by collisionless conduction in about 50 
ms, a value very close to the observed decay 
times of each of the OJ s bursts. What 
apparently happened here was that by 13 
successive processes of nearly explosive 
energy injections 13 flare knots were succes­
sively formed, each in less than about 60 ms. 
Each of these knots radiated the observed 
intensities in X -rays and microwaves with 
the observed spectral characteristics, and 
conductively lost its energy in the observed 
burst decay time of 60 ms. 
The processes described above leave us 
with the following five questions : (a) Can 
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Fig. 6 Time history of the plasma velocities for 
flp = 1. 4 7. The time is normalized by 'rA and 
the velocities are normalized by v Ao-
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we visualize an acceleration mechanism that 
causes the observed degree of energization in 
a time as short as 60 ms ? (b) Is it allowed 
to speak of the plasma knot 'temperature', in 
other words, were the plasma knots thermal ? 
(c) Were only electrons accelerated or ions 
too, and if so to what energies ? (d) H ow to 
explain that there were 13 successive energy 
injection ? (e) Why did this burst complex 
not emit gamma rays ? 
The first question was answered by 
Sakai and de Jager (1989a) who demonstrat­
ed that these knots can originate by process 
of 3 - D X - type flux - tube coalescence. 
Below we will show that the observations can 
be explained fairly well in a quantitative 
way, 
A spherical region with a diameter of 350 
km and a magnetic field B of 1400 to 2000 G 
would contain a magnetic energy B2V /8n of 2 
to 4 X 1027 erg. The thermal energy content 
of that volume, assuming an electron density 
ne = 101 1  cm-3 and temperature T = 5 X 108 K, 
is 1.5 x 1026 erg. Hence the magnetic energy 
og the region is sufficient to provide of each 
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Fig. 7 Time history of the expressions defined in 
the text ; X5, Y 5, Z5• T h e  f a s t  
magnetosonic shock waves can b e  produced 
when Xs and Y s are positive (Zs is always 
conditions in the flaring region are suitable positive). 
for the explosive coalescence one has to know the value of the poloidal plasma beta f3p before 
coalescence, as defined in Fq. (2-14) . On the other hand, we can obtain the value of the plasma 
beta, f3a, which depends on the magnetic field, Bz along current loop after coalescence as follows ; 
(4-1) 
where we used Pa =Pool (abc1 )" for the pressure (see Eq. (2-10) ) and Bz = Bzo /ab for the magnetic 
field (see Eq. (2-8) ) after coalescence. The above expression for f3a can be rewritten by the use 
of Eq. (2-14)  as 
(4-2) 
which relation connects the two plasma beta's : f3 after coalescence and f3p before coalescence. 
This relation can be also rewritten as 
(4-3) 
where we used the compression ratios of the magnetic field and densities of after and before 
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coalescence. 
The condition for explosive 3-D X-type coalescence, flp < 1 .4  gives us an upper limit, f3au of f3a 
as 
( B ) 2 ( B ) 2 ( p ) s13 f3a < l .4 Bz
o
o B
z: Po = f3au· (4 -4) 
Using B = 1500 G, n = l01 1  cm-3 and T = 5 x l08 K, the plasma beta, f3a for the above flare 
becomes f3a = 0 .01 ,  If we take the vale of flp = 0.5 ,  as suggested from the considerations in the 
previous section, we obtain Bzo /Bz �o.l ,  pI Po �10. Therefore we get 
(4 -5) 
From f3a = 0 . 0 1  and Eq. ( 4-5) , we find that the magnetic field, Bo produced by the loop current 
before coalescence was Bo = 0 .2  x Bzo is the magnetic field along the loop before coalescence. As 
Bzo = 0.1 X Bz = O.l x 1500G = 150G, we find B0 = 30G. 
From B0 = 30G and n0 = 1010 cm-3 , we get VAo = B0 //4np0 = 660 km/s. With this value of VAo , we 
find rA = A  /v Ao = 0 .53s, if we take A = 350 km for the flaring region. With the numerical result 
flp = 0.5 ,  we find from the numerical data shown in Figure 2 an explosion time of about 0.05 rA , 
which corresponds to about 26 ms. This explosion time is very close to observed value of above 
60 ms. 
The explosion velocity after coalescence is about 200 vAo , which corresponds to 1 .2  x 1010 em/ 
s-=:.c/3. This predicted explosion velocity yields electron energies of about 100 KeV, as observed. 
We therefore conclude that the observed short acceleration time is indeed predicted by the 
mechanism of current loop coalescence, as well as the observed electron energies. 
The answer to the second question can be derived as follows (cf. Lang, 1974, p.225) .  
Electrons, injected into a coronal plasma with a velocity of c/3 have a collision time of 0 .17  s ; 
three times the observed acceleration time of the bursts. In other words, one-third of electrons 
involved would become thermalized in the acceleration time. We would obtain a defletion time 
of 50 ms if the velocity of injection was only slightly shorter, 70000 km/s. 
The answer is therefore that the electron component of the plasma is marginally thermalized. 
The answer to the third question is that the ionic gas is not thermalized because the deflection 
time for ions is a million times longer than for electrons, and the electron-ion collision time in the 
given conditions is 2 s. Scince after 2 s the plasma has already lost its energy (the conduction 
loss time is 60 ms) , the ionic gas cannot be heated. The answer to the fourth question, why there 
are 13 explosions, may be given by a model proposed by one of us (de Jager, 1986, 1988) : There 
are strong indications that in the pre-flare plasma there exist many thin fluxtubes, which we 
prefer to call fluxthreads (the 'spaghetti bundle') .  Among these, many interactions may occur 
when the topology of the area changes, for example by motions in the footpoint area and by the 
disturbances produced by the explosive 3-D coalescence at one locality. Here, we should note 
that for another efficient physical successive triggering mechanisms in surrounding regions, 
interactions between finite amplitude fast magnetosonic waves and current sheets (Sakai and 
Washimi, 1982; Sakai, 1982 ,  1983 ; Sakai et al . ,  1984) can drive explosive magnetic reconnection. 
These answers also explain why this burst complex was not observed in Gamma-rays. To 
that end ionic acceleration is needed to 107 or 108 eV, which may happen in a shocked medium of 
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sufficiently large size (see the next subsection) . The conditions in the flare discussed here were 
apparently not sufficient to create such particle energies. 
4.2 Shock formation in a gamma f lare 
From the observations by SMM and Hinotori satellites, it became clear that there are two 
classes of gamma-ray/proton (GR/P) flares-; impulsive GR/P flares and gradual GR/P flares 
(see for reviews, Bai and Sturrock , 1989 ; Y oshimori, 1989) .  The GR/P flares refer to flares that 
produce nuclear gamma-rays and /or energetic interplanetary protons. Most of short duration 
flares ( < 100 s) corresponds to the impulsive GR/P flares, while most of long duration flares ( > 
200 s) corresponds to the gradual GR/P flares. 
In the impulsive GR/P flares there are two phases of particle accelerations ; first phase is that 
both electrons and protons are accelerated to high energies at the same time (within one second) 
(Kane et al. 1986) , and second phase is that electrons up to tens of MeV within from a few seconds 
to 100 s are accelerated, and also protons are accelerated to Gev energies. The second phase 
acceleration is associated with gamma-rays peak delay from hard X-ray peak of the first 
impulsive phase. The gamma-ray peak time delay is in from 2 s to about 100 s. From the 
gamma-ray time delay Bai et al. proposed the second step acceleration. For this second step 
acceleration various mechanisms, mainly involving shocks (Decker and Vlahos, 1986 ; Ellison and 
Ramaty, 1985 ; Ohsawa and Sakai, 1988) have been proposed. 
As shown by Ohsawa and Sakai ( 1988) , simultaneous electron and proton acceleration to 
relativistic energies can be achieved by fast magnetosonic shock waves in a relatively high 
magnetic field. The acceleration time to relativistic energies is quite short and much less than 
one second (Ohsawa and Sakai, 1988) . This shock acceleration mechanism can correspond to 
the above second phase of the impulsive GR/P flares. Then a question what the observed 
gamma-ray peak time delays mean is proposed. Once the fast magnetosonic shock waves can be 
produced from the flaring regions, it is sufficient to explain the observed results, because the 
acceleration time is quite short. The finite shock formation time in the flaring regions can 
correspond to the gamma-ray peak delay time. 
The fast magnetososie shock formation time is given by 
(4-6) 
where L is a characteristic length of disturbances of the flaring region, and v A is the Alfven 
velocity. If we assume that the gamma-ray peak time delay, rdelay corresponds to the above 
shock formation time, rshock, the gamma-ray delay is propotional to the characteristic flaring 
scale, L. If we use L = 1W- l010 em and vA = 108 cm/s, the gamma-ray delay time is about 0 .1-
100 s, which is in the observed value (Yoshimori, 1989) . Yoshimori (1989) showed from the 
Hinotori observation that the gamma-ray delay time is proprtional to the flare duration time as 
well as the Ha importance. This result is consistent with the above assumption that the 
observed gamma-ray delay is time needed for the shock formation in the flaring region. The 
flaring region is of the same order as the diameters of the interacting current flux tubes. 
In order to be able to detect the gamma-rays, there is a threshold for the number of 
accelerated protons; 8x1031 for E>30 MeV (Chupp, 1984) . This means that even if the small 
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energetic flare like the 21 May 1984 flare can produce the gamma-rays, it can not be observed. 
4. 4 Three phases of accelerat ion in h igh-energy f lares 
One of us (de Jager, 1988) has forwarded the hypothesis that in high-energy flares three 
phases of particle acceleration may occur. Two of these have been discussed in this paper : 
First phase : Rapid X-type coalescence of two flux tubes, yielding an electron plasma with 
electron energies of the order of 100 to 1000 KeV. A high-energy plasma knot can originate at 
the place of the current loop interaction. The size of the plasma knot is comparable to the 
diameters of the flux tube. As seen in the 1-D explosive coalescence (Sakai, 1989) , high energy 
protons producing the line gamma-rays can be also generated by the strong electric fields during 
the magnetic collapse. This simultaneous acceleration of both electrons and protons may also 
operate in the 3-D X-type coalescence, because of generation of strong electric fields during the 
magnetic collapse. 
Second phase : Formation of a field of shock waves in the plasma knot formed in the first phase. 
The fast magnetosonic shock waves can rapidly accelerate both electrons and protons to relativis­
tic energies by the strong coherent electric field in the shock front (Ohsawa and Sa�ai, 1988) . 
This second phase follows the first after a brief period, which delay can be observed in the 
gamma-rays peak delay. The delay is about one or two seconds, but also there are cases in 
which it lasts as long as a minute. This delay time can be explained by the time needed for the 
fast magnetosonic shock formation in the flaring regions. 
The third phase has not been discussed in this paper, but the ideas about it were around for many 
years already. Usually, this last phase is denoted in literature as the second step or second phase 
of acceleration (Wild et al. , 1963 ; de Jager, 1969) . We prefer to call it the third case, for obvious 
reasons. Ramaty and Murphy (1987) have found new and in our views conclusive support for it 
by stressing and supporting with quantitative arguments that the high energy particles, whth 
energies up to Ge V's, observed in interplanetary space after energetic solar flares, and which are 
apparently formed tens of minutes after the impulsive of flares are accelerated in the shock wave 
medium that forms after such flares, in field line systems opening to space. 
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Abstract 
We studied the acceleration conditions in the small but fairly energetic flare of May 21 ,  1984 
at 13 : 26 UT. The most pronounced aspect of this flare was a series of 13 microwave I x-ray 
spikes, each lasting for about 0 . 1  s. A previous study has shown that each of these was due to a 
series of successive sudden formations of small plasma knots of high energy particles. Each of 
these knots lost its energy in about 50 ms. In the present study we show that these knots can 
originate by the process of x-type (3-D) flux tube coalescence. The predicted rise time (30 to 50 
ms) and energy are in good agreement with the observationally derived parameters. 
1. I ntroduct ion 
On May 21 ,  1984 at  13  : 25 UT a solar flare was observed in  microwavec and hard x-rays, 
which was in many respects remarkable (Kaufmann et al., 1985). An interesting aspect of the 
flare was its short duration (only one minute in x·and radio-waves) but most remarkable was one 
of its flare burst which lasted for about three seconds. At millimeter waves (90 GHz) this short 
burst was the strongest burst of the flare. In x-rays it emitted at higher energies than the other 
bursts of the flare complex, with a noticiable radiation component above 100 keV. Its most 
interesting aspect was that at 90 GHz the burst consisted of about 13 short-lived spikes, each with 
a lifetime of about 0.1 s. The spikes were about symmetrical in their time profiles, having 
rise-and decay-times of about 60 ms. 
Several explanations have been proposed for this high-eneray component of the flare (Kauf­
mann et al. ,  1985,1986; De Jager et al. ,  1987) . In the latter paper it was shown that each of the 
100 ms spikes could be explained by the following emission model : The individual spikes, both 
in microwaves and in hard x-rays were produced by the same electron population: the x-rays by 
their bremsstrahlung, and the microwaves by their gvrosynchrotron emission. The emission 
sources were small, with a characteristic size of about 350 km. They had an electron density of 
about 10 1 1  em -s, a 'temperasure' of 5 x 108 K and a magnetic field of about 1400-2000 G. Energy 
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injection should have occurred in less than about 50 ms (as judged from the rise times of the 
spikes) . It could be shown that plasma knots with the character described above should loose 
their energy by saturated convective flux (collisionless conduction) in about 30 ms, a time which 
is good agreement with the observed decay times of the spikes (60 ms). The fact that 13 spikes 
were observed in a rapid succession then leads automatically to the conclusion that this was due 
to the successive formation of 13 plasma knots as described above. These successive energiza­
tions could occur by successive interaction between many small flux tubes ('flux threads') which 
are assumed to occur in the flaring region and which interact, a process that way occur by 
external forces acting on and deforming the system of flux threads. Since the thermal energy of 
the flare knots was about 1026 erg, this must be the amount of released in each of the.flux-thread 
interactions. 
Hence, the emission mechanism of the bursts can be understood. The problem remains how 
the bursts originated. It will be shown in this Letter that this aspect can be explained by the 
mechnism of x-type (3-D imensional) flux tube coalescense, a mechanism presently being studied 
by one of.the authors (Sakai and de Jager, 1990.). We note here that the mechanism of flux-tube 
coalescence has been described and studied earlier (see review by Sakai and Ohsawa, 1987), but 
so far only for the one-and two-dimensional cases. In the present (x-type) case we are dealing 
with two crossed flux·tubes, interacting in one point, a fundamentally new process as compared 
to the 1-D and 2-D cases. 
2. Energetics; condit ions su itable for coa lescence 
A spherical region with a diameter of 350 km and a magnetic field B of 1400 to 2000 G would 
contain a magnetic energy B2 V /Sn, being to being 2 to 4 x 1027 erg. The thermal energy content 
of that volume, assuming an electron density ne = 101 1  and temperature T = 5 x lOB K, is 1.5 x 1026 
erg. Hence the magnetic energy of the region. is sufficient to provide the energy of the flare 
spikes. 
In order to know if the conditions in the flaring area are suitable for explosive coalescence · 
one has to know the value of f3 = (c./v A)2• Here, c. is the sound velocity and v A the Alfven 
velocity. The value of vA has to be calculated using the magnetic field produced by the loop 
current (and not the ambient field.). With again ne = l01 1  cm�3 and taking B = l500 G and T = 5 X  
lOB K we find vA = 2000 km s�1 and Cs = 20000 km s�1• Hence the value of f3 after coalescence is 
/3 = 0.01 ,  with some uncertainty: vA is proportional to B-2 and to T. It seems safe to assume f3<< 
1 (after the coalescence). This is a condition that would be suitable for explosive coalescence if 
it would apply to the pre-coalescence situation. For large values of /3, close to unity, our 
numerical calculations show that the coalescence would not be explosive in character. 
3. X-type coa lescence app l ied to the 21 May 1984 bu rsts 
The f3 value given above (0.01) is the value that occurs after the explosion, but for a study 
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of the coalescence process we are interested 
in the value before the start of the coales­
cence. These f3 values may be larger than 0. 
OL Detailed numerical calculations are so 
for only available for the case /] = 0.5 .  To 
start with, we will work with this value. 
Below we will find it to be a good approxima­
tion. The calculations show that after coa­
lescence the particle density has increased by 
a factor 10 and the field strength B (produced 
by the current loop) by a factor 100. The 
fieldstrength B along the loop would increase 
by a factor 10 .  That means that the pre­
coalesence value of v A should in that case 
have been about 300 km s-1 • Assuming a 
coronal temperature of 102 ev before the 
coalescence, one would have c5 = 100 km s-1 • 
Hence the initial (pre-coalescence) value of f3 
would have been 0 . 1 ,  which is not too far 
from our tentative value f3 = 0.5 .  
In such conditions the Alfven transit time 
over an area of 350 km would be about 1 
second. Numerical calculations, given in 
Figures 1 and 2, show that the duration of the 
coalescent explosion is of the order of 0 .03 to 
0.05 Alfven transit times. Since the latter is 
about 15 ,  the explosion should have lasted for 
30 to 50 ms, as was indeed observed. 
The numerical calculations also show 
that for f3 = 0.5 the maximum explosion veloc-
ity is about 200 VA, which is about 60000 km 
s-1 • This corresponds with an electron 
energy still below 100 keV; but if the initial f3 
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Fig. 1 Velocities in X-type (3-D) coalescence, cal­
culated for the case (J = 0. 5. The three 
diagrams show the velocities in the 3 car­
tesian coordinates. The upper diagram 
gives the velocity component in the direction 
of coalescence ; the two others in directions 
perpendicular to it. Horizontal axis : time 
in units of the Alfven transit time ; Vertical 




case) then the explosion velocity would have 3 
been c/3, vilding electron energies above 100 
keV, as observed. We note that, as stated 
above, f3 = 0 .1  is indeed the most probable 
pre-coalescence value. nme 
Fig. 2 Density in X-type coalescence. horizontal 
axis : time in units of the Alfven transit 
time ;vertical axis : density in arbitrary 
units. The initial density is 0. 5 units. 
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4. Concl u sions 
We found that the conditions in  the area producing the remarkable flare bursts of  21  May 
1984 were indeed such that the many flare spikes could have been due to explosive coalescence. 
The pre-flare conditions were an electron density of 1010 cm-3 and a magnetic field produced by 
the loop current of about 15  G. The magnetic field along the loop must have been 150 G. This 
is so because in the case f3 = 0.5 coalescence causes the field along the loop to increase by a factor 
10 while the magnetic field due to the loop currrent increases by a factor 100. It seems further­
more likely that the interacting flux threads must have had diameters of the order of 350 km, 
other wise the flare kernels would have been larger in size. 
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Abstract 
The coronal explosion, discovered by De Jager and Boelee ( 1984 ) , and interpreted by them 
as manifestations of plasma streaming out of the flare kernels, can also be interpreted as 
signatures of current loop coalesscence in the flaring region. 
1. Character istics of coro n a l  explosions 
The phenomenon called 'coronal explosion' was discovered by De Jager and Boelee ( 1984) 
and was explained by them as manifestations of plasma streaming out of the flare kernel (s) 
( Lemmens and De Jager, 1986 : De Jager, 1987 ) . They are aspects of the impulsive phase 
explosions in solar flares. The main characteristics of the coronal explosions are summarized 
as follows : 
1 . These explosive processes occur during and immediately after the onset of the impulsive 
phese of flares. They occur only concurrent with the 'chromospheric explosions' and together 
they form the 'impulsive phase explosion'. 
2 . They are observable in soft X-ray images of flares : these show that during and immediately 
after the impulsive phase of solar flares soft X-ray emitting plasma streams out of one or both 
of the flare footpoints. 
3 . The projected average velocity of the outstreaming plasma is about 100 kms-1 • This 
outstreaming motion continues for a few minutes after the start of the flare until soon after the 
end of the impulsive phase. 
4 . The velocity generally decreases with time as the hot plasma gradually spreads over a large 
area around the flare footpoints. 
5. There is evidence that streaming. occurs into and in a number of fluxtubes which extend over 
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The first interpretation of the coronal explosions was that they result from chromospheric 
evaporation of plasma (Brown, 1973,  fisher et al. 1984,  1985, De Jager, 1986) , heated impulsively 




from these impacts. 
In the present paper we forward a new interpretation of the coronal explosions, which 
appears to be able to quantitatively explain the various characteristics, mentioned above. It is 
particularly also based on the 5th of these characteristics : that the flaring region contains many 
current loops. 
The current loop coalesscence model (see for a review : Sakai and Ohsawa, 1987) provides 
keys to the understanding of many of the charteristics of solar flares, such as their impulsive 
nature, simultaneous heating and high-energy particle acceleration. Recently it was show 
(Sakai, 1989, 1990 : Sakai and De Jager, 1989) that the current loop coalescence processes may 
have different signatures, depending on the geometry of the region containing the two interacting 
current loops. When the magnetic field B t (potential field) produced by a sunspot is strong as 
compared with the magnetic field B P due to the current loop, the process of coalescence will lead 
to plasma rotation around the point of reconnection. After the coalescence of the two current 
loops, the resulting single current loop can still continue to rotate. This motion can drive plasma 
jets out of the current loop coalescence region (Sakai, 1990) . 
In section 2 we present some results from the above current loop coalescence model, applied 
to one particular well-observed flare (21  May 1980 : De Jager and Svestka, 1985) , and we compare 
them with the charracteristics ( 1 )  to, (5) of the coronal explosions. In section 3 we discuss the 
origin of shocks during the current loop coalescence and we compare these results with the type 
II radio burst observed during the onset of the flare. We summerize our conclusions in section 
4 .  
2 .  Plasma j et formaion du r ing cu rrent loop coa lescence 
As shown by Sakai ( 1989) two plasma jets can explosively be driven out of the region of 
coalescence. They there­
upon move into two oppo­
site directions (Figure 1) . . 
Most likely, in the footpoint 
regions the potential mag­
netic · field Bt is · stronger 
than the current-associated 
magnetic field. Bp. We 
assume, for the case of Fig­
ure 1, that a primary elec­
tron beam, accelerated'  
somewhere in the flux-tube, 
n. 
Fig. 1 A schematic picture of current loop coalescence. The 
· plasma current (j) which produces a magnetic field (Bp) 
flows along the potential magnetic friend (B,) when B, > Bp 
plasma jets flow explosively out of the region of coalescence. · 
The upward directed jet may flow along the current loops. 
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streams downward along the tube. This has 
two effects : the electron current increases, 
and by electron bombardment of lower 
regions hard X-ray bursts are emitted from 
the footpoints. As a consequence current 
loop coalescence may be triggered near the 
flaring footpoints, where Bt > Bp. 
The velocity of the plasma jet produced 
by the rotational motion of the plasma during 
the coalescence process depends strongly on 
the f3 ratio : /3 =  (c8/VA ) 2  where Cs is the 
velocity of sound and vA the Alfven velocity. Fig. 2 
A typical example of the time evolution of 
the jet-velocity is show in Figure 2 ,  for the 
Time ( r,) 
Time evolution of a plasma jet flow along 
the loop (z·direction). The time is normal· 
ized with respect to the Alfven transit time 
TA = A._ /vA . 
Table 1 Maximum jet flow velocity c;tnd acceleration time 
for various plasma (3 ratios. 
�  
V Z, maAV Af-) 
Acceleratio n 
. Time ( rA) 
I 0-4  0 . 6 8 0 . 9 7 
1 0-3  I .  77  0 . 3 8 
1 0-2  5 . 64 0 .  1 1  
case /3 = 0.01 .  
When f3 decreases to values much below 0.01 the maximum jet velocity becomes less that the 
Alfven velocity as shown in Table 1, and the acceleration time to maximum velocity increases. 
In the f3·region between 0.01 to 0.001 the time during which the velocity exceeds the Alfven 
velocity is a few Alfven transit times ( TA ) where TA = A  /v A ·  Here A is the characteristjc length 
of the loop. 
From the results described above we derive the physical parameters applicable to the coronal 
explosion. Assuming the observtional avarage values (De Jager 1987) we take ne = 8 X 1010cm-3 
and A = A-0·5 = 2 X 109cm, where A is the flare area, 4 x 101 8cm2 
If we take for the potential magnetic field the cdnventional value Bt :::; 100G (Loran and 
Brown, 1985) we find vA = 700km s- 1 and TA = A /vA :;::: 28s. Taking T = 106K for the plasma 
temperature near the coalescence region, we obtain for the sound velocity Cs = 1 Q1 em s-1 • From 
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these v A and Cs values we find f:J = 0.02.  Had we chosen T = 104K (in case the region of interaction 
is chromospheric) we would have found f:J = 2 X 10-•. Therefore the f:J ratio near the flare 
footpoint kernel region is of order 0.01 to 0.0001. 
If we define the characteristic life time of the jets as the time during which the jet velocity 
exceeds v A a typical life time of the jets would be a few Alfven transit times, corresponding to 
a few minutes. 
The maximum jet velocity appears to be in the range 500 km s-1 (for f:J =  10-4 )  to 4000 km 
s-1 (f:J = 10-2) . This value is larger than the communicated coronal explosion velocities, because 
the latter do not correspond to the front of the outstreaming plasma. This front may be invisible 
anyway, because the smallness of the number of particles involved. For that reason the iso­
chrones of the coronal explosions have been defined as the locations where the maximum X-ray 
intensity was observed. This reflects an average velocity, not the maximum value. Therefore, 
the actual outstreaming velocity will be higher than the observed isochronic velocity. We 
conclude that the physical quantities like the jet velocity and the life time of the jet are in fair 
agreement with the observational values, as described in characteristics (3) and (4 ) of the coronal 
explosion. 
In the 21 May 1980 flare (De Jager and Svestka, 1985) the coronal explosions originated in 
two footpoints, one corresponding with the location of the strong hard X-ray source and the other 
with a weaker hard X-ray footpoint. This observation may reflect aspect (5) of the coronal 
explosions. 
We therefore conclude that the coronal explosion of the flare of 21 May 1980 can be 
interpreted as a manifastation of current loop coalescence near the flare footpoint region. 
3. Shock format ion and  type II bu rst 
As noted in their review (De Jager and Svestka, 1985) a type II radio burst was observed at 
Culgoora starting at a time close to the onset of the coronal explosion of the 21  May 1980 flare. 
This type II burst can be due to the shock that originated from the super-Alfenic plasma jet flow 
as well as from the rebound plasma flow near the coalescence region (Sakai, 1989) . When the 
plasma B value descreases to values below about 10-3 the jet velocity decreases to below the 
Alfven velocity. Therefore shock generation during current loop coalescence may not be violent 
enough to produce type II bursts. 
4. Conclu sions  
W e  studied the coronal explosions, discovered by D e  Jager and Boelee (1984) and interpreted 
by them as manifestion of plasma streaming out of the flare kernels. From a study of one of 
them (the flare of May . 21 ,  1980) we found that the explosion can be interpreted as well as a 
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signature of current loop coalescence in the flaring region. The new interpretation can quantita­
tively explain the various characteristics of the observed coronal explosions. The forthcoming 
Solar-A mission which will contain a soft X-ray imaging instrument and which will be launched 
during the next solar maximum, may prove to be an exellent instrument to check the above 
model. 
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Sym metr ic  Approach for Integrable No n l i n ear Eo l ut i o n  
Eq u at i o n s  i n  1 -Space a nd 1 -T i m e  D i m e n s i o n s  
Tsutomu Kawata 
Faculty of Engineering, Toyama University, 930 Toyama, Japan 
§ 1. I ntroduct ion 
1 )  
Since the famous investigation of the KdV equation by GGKM, both existence of infinitely 
many conservation laws and the hierarchy of nonlinear evolution equations (N LLEs) had been 
understood as essential for a given NLEE to be integrable. This problem was studied by many 2, 3) 
authors, but we remark the contribution by Magri, who had explained these properties from the 
view of geometrical point. Starting from symmetries (contravariant quantity), he introduced a 
potential operator (covariant quantity) and a sympletic operator which maps the covariant to the 
contravariant. The conseration laws were simply derived and he proposed a "hi-Hamiltonian 4, 5) 
structure" for integrable systems. Fuchsteiner deeply considered symmetries and introduced 6) 
both concepts of strong symmetries and hereditary symmetries. Fokas had used a Lie- Backlund 
transformation and also arrived at the hereditary symmetry. Their idear was further developed 
and connections with the Backlund transformation and with the cannonical structures were made 7, 8) 
clear. The iso-spectral problem is essential for the inverse spectral method (ISM) and its relation 9, 10) 
with the symmetric approach is very interesting. Such relations were first treated by Lax 
for the case of KdV equation and extended to other cases. 
11, 12) 
The motiation of this issue is to detail with the review of the symmetric approach. We 
specially consider a certain linear integra-differential operator K± and make clear the role of 13, 14) 
squared eigenfunctions which is closely related with the 2 X 2-matrix isospectral problem. We 
inspect that this operator is both strong and hereditary symmetries and make clear the associated 
cannonical structures. Considering that K± are also obtained by the compatibility condition of 
N LLEs, we propose a direct and simple method for developing the hereditary symmetries with a 
N x N -matrix formula. 
§2. In f in ites imal  Tra nsformat ions 
We denote the exactly solvable nonlinear equation as 
(2. 1 ) 
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where u is on a certain configuration space while the bracket [ • ] is used to emphasize nonlinaear 
actions of the operator N on u . If the infinitesimal transformation, 
u �u + c: Z[u ] , ( l  c: I < < 1) (2. 2) 
keeps eq. (2. 1) invariant, Z[u ] and its nonlinear mapping Z[ * ] are called symmetries (or 
contravariants) and symmetric transformation, respectively. By virture of eq. (2. 2) ,  the NLEE 
(2. 1 ) yields a first variational system, 
otZ[u ] = N� (Z[u ]), (2. 3) 
where the italic notation N �( * ), promissed to represent a linear operator generated from N[u], 
means the Gateau derivative defined by 
I. d N ' (W) =  rm -N[u + c: w]. u e - o  de 
Another bracket ( • ) is used to emphahize a linear dependence. Both brackets [ * ] and ( * ) are 
often omitted for simplicity. 
2, 3) 
2A) Symmetr ic Transformations 
Because u ( t  + ot) ( I ot I < < 1 ) also satisfies eq. (2. 1 ) ,  we obtain 
Z� (N[ u ]  = N� (Z[u ]), (2.  4 ) 
from o1Z[u ] = Z� ( �� ) = Z� (N[u ]) . There exists a family of symmetries Z;[ u ]  { i = 1 , 2· · · }  , 
which satisfy eq. (2. 4 ) as far as u is a solution of eq. (2. 1 ) .  It is not difficult to show [Z,N] (u ) 
{ = Z� (N[u ]) - N� (Z[u ])} is also symmetry and any symmetries are on Lie algebra (see 2) 
Appendix-A). 
4, 5) 28) Strong Symmetry 
Let's take functios u (x. t) and Z(x, t) as solutions of eqs. (2. 1 ) and (2. 3) ,  respectively. An 
operator K[ u ]  is called strong symmetry, if K[u ]Z[u ] still satisfies eq. (2. 3) ,  
at {K[u ]Z[u ]} = N � (K[u ]Z[u ]), (2. 5 ) 
M 
since eq. (2. 5) can be iterated, Kn[u ] and the linear combination � bnKn[u ] are also strong n = l  
symmetries. On the other hand, we can see 
o1 {K[ u ]  • Z[u ]} = K� (N[u ]) · Z[u] + K[ u ]  · N � (Z[u ]), (2 . 6) 
in which K� (N) • Z { = K�  • N • Z} is regarded as a bilinear functional of K� acting on the 
ordered point N • Z. Comparing eqs. (2. 6) with (2. 5) ,  we get the condition for strong symmetry, 
K� • N · Z = { N �  • K - K · N � }  • Z =[ N� ,K] · Z, (2. 7 ) 
where the bracket [ , ] means usual commutator 
[ N�  ,K] = N� • K - K • N� .  
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The following three facts are euivalent, (1) K[u]  is strong symmetry, (2) a1(K • Z) = N� (K • Z), 
and (3) K[u ,N] • Z = O, where 
K[u ,N] = K� · N + [K,N � ] . 
4, 5) 2C) Hered itary Symmetry 
Fuchsteiner had pointed out that both "strong" and "hereditary" symmetries play a key role for 
understanding the exactly solvale systems. 
For derivation of the Backlund transformation, the hereditary symmetry must be studied. As 
to the hereditary symmetry, we prepare the following lemmas. 
[Lemma.l ] For a vector L[u ] = K[ u ]  • N [u] ,  we obtain 
{ K� • L - [K, L� ]} • w = [ K� ,K] • [N,w]. ( 2. 8) 
[proof] We list 
L� • w = K� • w • N + K • N� • w, (2. 9a) 
[ L� ,K] • w = K� · K • w • N + K • N � • K · w - K  • K� • w • N - K2 • N � • w. 
(2. 9b) 
Eq. (2. 7) multiplying K from the left direction yields 
K2 • N� • w = K • { N� • K - K� · N} · w, (2 . 9c) 
by which we can eliminate the term K2 • N � • w from eq. (2. 9b) , then eq. (2. 8) is directly obtained. 
[QED] 
We define a bilinear functional B :  (u • v)� B(u • v) and introduce its dual one as B *  :(u • v)� 
B(v • u ), then 
B(u • v) - B(v • u ) = (B - B*) • (u • v). (2. 10) 
lf B = B* , B is called symmetry. The term appearing in the RHS of eq. (2. 7) is represented by 
[ K �  ,K] • [N,w] = {[K�  ,K] - [ K�  ,K] * } • N · w. (2 . 1 1) 
The operator K[ u ]  is called hereditary, if [ K �  ,K] * = [K� ,K] . These facts are summarized in the 
following theorem. 
[Theor.l ]" If the hereditary operator K[u ]  satisfies eq. (2. 7) ,  K� • N +[K,N� ] = 0 ,  we still obtain 
K� • L - [L�  ,K] = O. (l = K · N)" (2. 12) 
As a corollary of Theor.l we obtain an important fact, that is, if K is a hereditary symmetry 
and a strong symmetry for eq. (2. 1 ) ,  K is still a strong symmetry of the equation, 
U 1 = {K[u ] }n N[ u ]  (n = 0,1,2 . .  ) .  
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§3. Potent ia l  Operators a n d  Sympletic Structu res 
2) 
Magri had introduced the potential operator P {: U -4 p} mapping the configuration space to 
the covariant one W * ,  which corresponds to a dual space of contravariant field W. Then we can 
define a bilinear functional as <:u ,p:> . 
3A) Conserved Covar iants a nd I ntegra ls  
I t  i s  basic to define a functional F[u ] ,  which is  independent of  the path as  to the one-parameter 
solution u = u ( t) _  That is, the circular integral 
F[u ] = F[u o ] + J:
,
<u T( 'T),P[ u (  'T)]:>d 'T (3. 1 ) 
must be defined uniquely only by specifying both end points ( t0 , t) .  In such a case, P is called a 
potential operator (or gradient) of F as to the specified bilinear form <: · , • > . We note that the 
gradient P[u ] is covariant against that the symmetry Z[u]  is contravariant. We denote the 
variations of F and u as oF { = F[u ( t + ot)] - F[u ( t)]} and ou { = u tot} as to the time shift ot. 
Then eq. (3. 1 ) gives 
d oF[u J = <: ou ,P[u J> or dtF[u J = <:N[u ],P[u]:>,  (3. 2 ) 
which defines some correspondence between F[ u ]  and P[u ]. If <:N[u ],P[u ]:> = O, F[u ] is called 
a conserved functional (or integral) while P[u ] the conserved covariant (gradient of potentia or 
integrating operator.). As in the case of symmetry generator, however, we shall only consider 
the integrating operator for which dF /dt { = <:N[u ],P[u ]:>} = 0 is identically verified. 
If P is a potential operator, the variation oF[ u ]  given by eq. ( 3. 1 ) must vanish along a 
inifinitesimal closed path C. Because the path C can be replaced with a parallelogram, it is 
possible to rewrite eq. (3. 2 ) as 
(3. 3) 
2, 3) 
where ou , oveW and " o" is used to denote the quantity independent on u . As well as symmetries 
we find a direct relation 
[N � J P + P� N = O  ( 3. 3a) 
between the covariant P and symmetry N (use eq. (3. 3) for the relation obtained from Gateau 
derivative of <:N,P:> = 0) .  If a gradient P satisfies above relations, the potential must be a 
conserved quantity. 
[Lemma 2]" Let F and P as a conserved quantity and its gradient of eq. (2. 1) ,  then F is also the 
conserved quantity of the hierarhy u t = K"N, iff P" { = [ Kt ] "P} is the gradient of u t = K"N, 
[proof] omitted. 
38) Sympletic Operator 
In geomety, metric tensor is introduced to interchange the role of contravariant and covariant 
tensors. In this case, we must take a certain type of linear sympletic operators (Lu: oP-4 oW, 
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3) 
oPeW* , ow eW), constrained by the following skew symmetry and Jacobi's identity, 
<:Lu ( oP),oQ> + <:Lu ( oQ),oP> = 0,  (3. 4a) 
<:L� (oP;Lu oQ),oR:> + <: L� (oQ;Lu oR),oP:> + <:L� (oR;Lu oP),oQ:> = O, 
(3. 4b) 
where {oP, oQ, oR} on W* are independent on u, Lu oP = Lu (oP) and L� (oP; oQ) = ddE Lu uoQ 
(oP). As already noted, there is a family of symmetires, hence a family of covariants ia 
generated by the action of sympletic operator. The symmetry N[u ] in eq. (2. 1 ) is called a 
Hamiltonian, if N[u ] { = Lu P[u ]}  can be related by the sympletic operator satisfying eqs. (3. 4 ) 
{see lemma.B4 in appendix-B} . 
Let's show that a commutator [ZJ,Zk][u ] { = Z�.u • Zk - z�.u • Z;} is also a Hamiltonian, if ZJ 
is a Hamiltonian. For this symmetry Zj we can define a potential opearator P j by Zj = Lu P j and 
a functional FJ[u]  by eq. (3. 2) .  We must show that a potential operator PJk { = [Lu]- 1ZJk} 
corresponding to the symmetry ZJk = [ZJ, Zk][u]  satisfies the relation, 
This answer is given by the following theorem proved in Appendix-B.  
[Theor.2]" The commutator [ZJ, Zk] can be factorized by the sympletic operator Lu, 
where [ZL ]t is an adjoint of Z�u·" 
( 3. 5) 
( 3. 6) 
Because of eq. (3. 6) ,  we see PJk = P�.u (Zk) + [Z�.u ]t (P;) and the functional FJk which satisfies 
eq. (3. 5) is given by 
It is not difficult to derive eq. (3. 5) forom the variation of dq. (3. 7) ,  
oFjk[u ] = <:oZk[u],P;[uJ> + <:Zk[u ],oP;[u J> 
= <Z�u(ou ),PJ> + <Zk,P.;w(ou )> 
= <:ou , [Z�.u ]t PJ + P'J.u (Zk):>. 
3C) !so-Spectra l  Problems 
( 3. 7) 
The inverse spectral transform(IST) is a powerful tool for solving NLEEs and the isospectral 
eigenvalue problem plays the central role. It is a natural question to connect the IST with the 
symmetric approach. A direct connection of the strong symmetry K tb the iso-spectral problem 
is closely related with the time-independence of the integaral F[u ]. 
[Lemma 3a] "Let's J1 arbitrary scalar and Z[u ] as a solution of linearized equation (2. 3) ,  then 
the strong symmetry K satisfies the eigenvalue problem, 
KZ = J.lZ." ( 3. 8) 
[proof] Since K[ u ]Z[u ]  still satisfies eq. (2. 3) ,  we see 
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:t {(K[u ] - ,u )Z[u ]} = N �( K[u ] - ,u )Z[u ]) - ,utZ[u ]. 
If KZ = ,u Z  at t = to , f.lt must be zero, because eq. (2. 3) has a null solution and Z[u (ta)] is not zero 
genarally. [QED] 
[Lemma 3b]" Let consider the eigenvalue problem KZ = ,u Z, where K is a strong symmetry, Z its 
eigenfunction and ,u a spectral parameter. If the problem is iso-spectral (d,u /dt = O), U t = N  and 
'I'� N + [ N � J '1' = 0 ,  we can see 
{ K �  N + [(N � )t ,K]}Z = O." (3.  8 ) 
[proof] The Gateau differential of KZ is easily reduced to eq. (3. 8) ,  that is, if we take w = u t =  
N ,  
lim d
d (KZ)(u + e w )  = K �  N'l' + KZ� N = ,uZ� N.  
e - o  e 
Since Z�N = - [ N �]t Z, we can see 
0 =  { K �  N - K[ N� ]t } Z + ,u [ N � J Z = O. [QED] 
Is it possible to obtain the stong symmetry from the knowledge of inverse decoppling scheme 
«l>x = D(A, u)«P ? It is not difficult to find the gradient of A (written as GA)  and the problem is to 
get such an eigenvalue equation as KZ = ,u Z. For this problem the following Lemma is usefuL 
[Lemma 4 ]" Let assume that the strong symmetry of u t = N satisfies an iso-spectral problem, 
( 3. 9 ) 
were GA is a gradient of the conserved quantity of u t = N.  Then the conserved quantity related 
with gradient GA is an eigenvalue of «l> x =  D(A ,u)«P, K is a stong symmetry and A conserved 
quantity," 
[ Proof] We see <:KnN, GA)> = ,u n<:N,GA )> = O, while the Lemma.3 teaches us that Kis a strong 
symmetry of U t = N. [QED] 
Above Lemmas say that the strong symmetry acts on symmetries while the adjoint on conser­
ved covariants. 
7, 8) 
§4. Backlu nd Tra nsformat ions 
In  addition to  eq. ( 2 .  1 ) ,  we prepare another equation as 
(4. 1 ) 
The Backlund transformation between both solutions of eqs. ( 2. 1) and ( 4. 1 ) is defined by the 
constrain, 
B[u (x,t) ,v(x,t)] = 0 for all (x, t), (4. 2)  
In the following, we must often use such two-variables functionals as B[u ,v] and related direc­
tional derivatives. For example, the partial derivatives (equivalent to the variation) is similar to 
the one of single-variable functionals, 
-
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a B� (ou ) = B� [ u ,v](ou ) =  ae B[u + e (ou) ,v], 
while the total (exteriour) derivative of eq. (4. 2 )  must be 
d_ B[u ,v] = B� (ou ) + B� (ov) = O. 
It is possible to to take the inverse of linear operator 8 �, which enables us to introduce a linear 
mapping T:ou -> ov, 
T[u ,v ] = A� · B� (4. 3) 
It is necessary to calculate a derivative of a functionals F [u ,v] as to v under eq. (4.  2) .  We note 
that the derivative is given by the variation. If eq. (4. 2 ) is solved as u = b[v] , the "constarained" 
derivative is given by 
d. F[b[v],v](ov) = F[b[v + O'v],v + O'v] - F[u ,v] 
""'f. [b[v],v] {H[b[v],v](b� [v](ov)) + (ov)} 
= F� {H · b� + 1} (ov), (4. 4) 
where H = [ F� [b[v],v]- 1 f� [b[v],v]. If F[u ,v] = B[u ,v], eq. (4. 4 ) is surely reduced to d. B[u .v] 
(ov) = B� {T • b� + l}(ov) = O. 
A main thema of this section is to examine the relation between both strong symmetries K[u ] 
and M [ u ]  of eq. ( 2. 1) and (4. 1 ) ,  respectively. The following in this section and the Appendix-C 
is devoted to show the theorem and related lemmas, respectively. 
[Theor.3 ]  "The strong symmetry M [v] of eq. (4. 1 ) can be reconstructd by K[ u ]  of eq. (2. 1 ) as 
(4. 5) 
The following Lemmma is necessary to differentiate the operator T. (The proof is shown in 
Appendix-C.) 
[Lemma.l ] "If B [ u ,v] satisfies eq. (4. 2) ,  the derivative of T[u,v] is given by 
d. T(ov)(ou ) = d. T(T(ou)) . T- 1 (ov)." 
For relating eq. (4 . 1 ) with eq. (2. 1) ,  the next lemma is used. 
[ Lemma.2 ] "Between eqs. (2. 1 ) and (4. 1 ) we can see 
d. K(ov) = - K� (T- 1 (ou )), 
d. N(ov) = - N� (T- 1 ( ov)), 





[ Lemma.3 ]  "The product of arbitrary functionals K[ u ,v] and L[ u ,v] with the constrain is 
differentated as 
d. {K · L} ( ov) = d. K(ov) · L + K · d. L(ov), 
d. {K · L · M }  (ov) = d. K(ov) · L • M + K · d.L(ov) · M + K · L • d.M{ov). 
The derivative of an inverse T- 1 is also given by 
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d.T- 1 (ov) = -r- l . d.T(ov) . T- 1 ." 
[ Lemma.4]  " I f  we set M [v] = T • K[u ] • r- J ,  the following relation i s  obtained, 
d. M (G)(ov) = - d. T(M ov) • N 
+ M • d.T(ov) • N + T • M� • N • T- 1(r.lv)." 
(4.  8c) 
(4.  9) 
N ow we can prove the Theor.3. As shown in 28) , K is a recursion operator and K[u ,N ] { = 
K� + [ K,N � ]  = 0} . Our problem is to derive M� (G) = [ G � , M ] .  For this purpose we consider a 
quantity T • K �(N) · T- 1 (ov), which can be represented by K = O and eq. (4. 5) as 
T . K� (N) . r- 1 (ov) = T . N � . K . T- 1 (ov) - T . K . N � • r- 1 (ov) 
= T . N� • r- l . M(ov) - M . T . N� . T- 1 (ov). 
Substituting this into eq. ( 4. 5) ,  we obtain 
d. M(G)(ov) = - d. T(M • ov) • N + M · d. T(ov) • N 
+ T • N� • T- 1 • M( ov) - M  • T • N� • T- 1(ov). 
Eq. (4. 8) gives us the followings, 
d. {T • N} M(ov) = d.T(M (ov)) • N + T • d.N (M(ov)), 
d. {T · N} ov) = d.T(ov) • N +T • d.N(ov). 
(4. 10) 
By means of these and G = -T • N, G � = d. G, the commutator [ G � , M ]  is reduced to 
[ G � , M ](r.lv) = G � • M(ov) - M · G � (ov) = dvG • M(ov) - M • d.G(r.lv) 
= - dv{T • N} • M(ov) + M  • dv {T • N} ( r.lv) 
= - dvT(M(ov)) • N -T • dvN(M(ov)) + M • {dvT(ov) • N +T • dvN(ov)} . 
From eqs. (4. 10) ,  (4. 1 1) and dvN(ov) = - N � · T- 1 (r.lv), we get 
dv M(G)(ov) - [G�, M](ov) 
= T . N � . r- l . M(ov) - M . T . N� • r- 1 (ov) 
- T · N � · T- 1 (M (av)) + M • T • N� · T- 1 (ov) = 0. 
That is,  M�(G) = [ G �, M ], and the proof is completed. 
(4. 11) 
By Theor.3 we can say that the Blicklund transformation characterized by T is only related 
with the strong symmetries. Then all the equations of a hierarchy generated by K possess the 
same Blicklund transformation. It remains to determine the Blicklund transformation for given 
NLEEs, but this process is not easy. Some known examples, however, tell us that B(u ,v) plays 
the role of Miura type of transformations (i.e. , the Riccati type of equations) and makes it possible 
7) 
to classify the Blicklund transformation. 
§5. Appl icat ions to the AKNS-class of NLEE 
12) 
In this section, we take a case of 2x2-AKNS class of N LEE, were the inverse decouppling 
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scheme is given by 
(5. 1 ) 
where D [ A., Q] = - iA.a3 + Q " o-3 is one of Pauli matrices), A. is a spectral parameter, Q { = Q(x,t)} 
is a potential matrix, but F must be determined from the compatibility condition D1 - Fx + [D, 
F] = 0. For the 1ST, the Jost (matrix) functions q>± { = [ tp T , tp n }  satisfying suitable boundary 
conditions play the role of auxially variables and linearize the problem. 
The squared eigenfunctions 4>� can be introduced by the J ost functions, as I 4>t > = I tp!X IP! > ,  . 12) 
I 4>v > = I tpJ. X tpJ. > , a:\ld satisfy the following eigenvalue problem, 
(5. 2a) 
where I • > is a ket corresponding to the usual column vector but the bra is promised to be 
< a  I = ( - az ,a1 ) ,  and K± is an integral operator defined as 
K± (x,t ;y) = -+ { a3 ax + 2 a3 I u(x,t) > l± < u(y,t) I o-3} , (5.  2b) 
l± = fx dy 
±oo 
The ket I u > { = I  r, q > }  consists of the elements of Q { = l 1 > r < 2 1 + l 2 > q < 1 1 }  while 
the bra is < u I = ( - q, r) .  
It is an important character of the 1ST that the tempolary dependence of problem is reduced to 
the one of scattering data which is always solved easily. Considering these facts, the solvable 
class of NLEE can be represented on the number vector space as 
M 
at I u > =  I N[u ] > = - 2 � aK {K± [u ]} k o-3 1 u > . ( 5. 3) . k = l  
This relation must be  compared with eq. (2. 13) ,  that is, we expect the differential- integral 
operators defined in eq. (5. 2b) are the hereditary symmetry (including strong symmetry). The 
following of this section is devoted to discuss this fact. 
We find that it is possible to impose 
(5. 4)  
Hence, as far as K± acting on 0"3 I u > ,  we can say that K_ = K+ . 
For a rapidely vanishing vector w(x, t) (as x__. ± oo), we can define adjoint operators (K�Jby 
(5. 5) 
where 
lo = J:00dX. 
By means of eq. (5. 4) the following symmetry holds 
(5. 6) 
Both relations (5. 5) and (5. 6) result in 
(5, 7) 
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5A) Strong Symmetry 
In eqs. ( 5. 3) - (5. 7) ,  the variable u is treated as a column vector on the configuration space, but 
this is not basic for our discussions because the column vector may be exchanged with the raw 
vector_ It is only necessary for us to keep mined where the symmetry is defined on. In the 
following, we assume the symmetries as raw (ket) vector in the bra-ket product, inspite of 
relations which is often written by the column formula. According to the facts in 2A) , the 
recursive nature enables us only to consider the lowest NLEE of eq. (5. Sa) for the proof of strong 
symmetry of K[u ] ,  
a, I u > = - 2 a-3 I u > . (5. 8) 
We note that eq. (5. 8) is itself variational system. Let's take I ou > as the variational solution, 
then we can directly show that K[u ] I ou > still satisfies eq. (5. 8 ) .  This means that K[u ] is a 
strong symmetry. of eq. (5. 3) .  
58) Hereditary Symmetry 
The problem is only to show 
[ K,K� ] I w >  I v >  - [ K,K� ] I v >  I w > O, 
where [K,K� ] I w >  I v > = K[ u ] K � (w) I r > - K� (K[u ] I w > )  I v >  while [ K,K� ] *  I w >  I v > = 
[K,K� ] I v >  I w > .  We simply denote K[u ]=cr3 C\ + 2 cr3 I u > I < u  I a-3 , then its derivative is 
given by K� (w) = 2 cr3 { I  w > I < u  I + I u > I < w  I }  0"3 while K� (w) I v >  = 2 cr3 I w > I < u  I 0"3 I 
v > + (sym). The term (sym) { = 2 0"3 I u > I < w  I 0"3 I v > }  can be eliminated because it cancels 
with the same term appering in [ K �  .. KJ * .  Then we can see 
K[u ] K �  (w) I v >  
=2 I w X > I <  u I v > + 2 I w > I < u I 0"3 v > + 4 0"3 I u > I <  u I w > I <  u I 0"3 v > '  
and 
[K,K� ] I w >  I v > �2 1 w > < u  I cr3 v > - 2 cr3 1 u > I < v  I wy > 
+ 4 cr3 I u > {I < u  I w > I < u  I o-3v > + I < u  I v > I < u  I cr3 w > }  
After all, we can obtain 
{[K, K� ] - [ K, K� ] * }  I w >  I v >  
= 2 I w > < u I a-3 v > - 2 I v > < u I a-3 w > + 2 a-3 I u > < w I v > = o. 
11, 12, 13) 
5C) Cannon ical Structu re 
It is necessary to give the bilinear functional < • , • ::>. explicitely. For the strong symmetry 
operator K[u ] and the lowest symmetry a-3 I u > ,  we define a class of symmetries by < Zo I , 
(5. 9) 
Eq. (5. 7) gives the next theorem. 
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[Theor. 4] "The adjoint of I Z0 [ u ]  > in eq. (5. 9) is a conservd covariant as to the bilinear 
functional, 
<:oz, op:> = Io < oz I op > = - lo < op I oz > , (5. 10) 
where op is covariant while oz contravariant. "  
[proof] Since < ou I ov >  = - < ov I ou  > , the variantion of eq .  (5  • 9) with only a1 i s  easily given 
by 
I Z� (ou ) > = I oux > + 2 t1g l u > l { < ou I u > + u I ou > } =  I oux > · 
It becomes clear that Z is a potential operator, because eq. (3. 3) is satisfied as 
<:ou, z�.u ov:> - <:ov, Zb,u ou:> = Io {ou I oYx > - < ov I oU x >  } = 0. 
On the other hand, from eq. (5. 4) we easily find <:N[u] ,  Z[u ]:> = O , then Zo is a conserved 
covariant. [QED] 
N 
We note that the linear conbination of kets, � ak(K[ u ])kt13 I u > ,  are also covariant. k = O  
Because the metric operator is not unique, we may assume two kinds of metric operators Lu  
and Mu and set them as 
where Zj { = Kilo} is a symmetry while P(Jl covariant. To determine Lu, we factorize the 
symmetry N [u ]  { = Z[u ]} as 
N [ u (x)] = - 2P0[u ].  (5. 12)  
M 
where Po[u ] =  � ak {K[u ] }kt13 I u > .  Then Lu = - 2  and Mu = - 2K. To confirm Lu andMu as k = l  
sympletic, we  must substitute eq. (4 . 5 )  into eq. (4 . 1 ) .  The case of  L "  i s  trivial, while another case 
of Mu is not easy (see Appendix-D). Eq. (5. 1 1) recursively determines the covariant Pj and also 
symmetries Zj. This fact can be interpreted as that symmetries have two kinds of decomposition 
by the gradient of conseved quantities (hi -Hamiltonian structure). 
By means of eqs. (3. 2) and (5.10), we can see 
(5. 13) 
where Pj is regarded as the gradient of Fj and the usual sence of functional derivatives gives us 
0 0 Tr 1 1 > +  oq 1 2 > ). (5. 14) 
Regarding the variations in eq. (5. 13) caused from time-shift ( t  - t + D.  t}, we see that the 
functional Fj must be integral by eqs. (5. 7) and (5. 9). Further we compare the RHS in eq. (5. 3) 
M 
with eq. (5.14) and use P 0[u]  = � ak {K[ u ] }kt13 I u > , then the N LLE is reduced to the canonical k = l  
form, 
0 at I u > = 2 t11 t13 I oU > Fo , 
where F0 { = H} is the Hamiltonian. 
(5. 15) 
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We can apply eq. (5. 13) to the relation (3. 7) then obtain 
a a Fjk[u ] = lo { < au I Fj[ u ] . O'i 0"3 . Luo-3 0"1 I au > Fk[u]}  
Considering Lu = - 2,  we represent this as 
The bracket { { * ,  * } } corresponding to the Posson's bracket defined by 
a a {{Fj, Fk} }  = - 2Io { < au I Flu ] · I au > Fk[u]}  
which i s  untisymmetry and still constitutes a Lie algebra. 
§6. Concl u d i n gs and  Remarks 
(5. 16) 
In this note we detailed the symmetric approach resulting in the sympletic structures of the 
soliton equations in 1 + 1 dimensions, in which we studied such important concepts as strong and 
hereditary symmetries and connections with Backlund tranformation, hi-Hamiltonian and 
sympletic structures. As far as in 1 + 1 dimensions it can be done successfully to develope the 
symmetric approach, but it is rather difficult for physicists. 
We found that differential integral operators K± acting on squared eigenfunctions are the 
hereditary symmetry. This fact enables us to propose a simpler way for deriving the hereditary 
symmetry, because it is well-known that K± are also derived from the compatibility condition of 
the inverse scattering scheme of NLLEs. We simply show the treatment for the N xN -matrix 
order problem with the following inverse scattering scheme, 
ci>x = {A. A + U (x,  t)}ci>, (6. 1) 
where A is a diagonal constant, A. is a spectral parameter, U (x, t) is an off-diagonal matrix. We 
M 
specially take F = L: A. kf<kl (M is called a rank), then the compatibility can be reduced to F�IJ} = 0 
k = O  
and 
Fdl:2x + [Fb'Ph U] = 0, 
[A, F':,j,Y] = FSP.x + [n7b, U ] + [Fb'Ph U]off 




where suffixes "dia" and "off" mean to take the diagonal and off-diagonal parts of matrices, 
respectively. Each off-diagonal matrix Fb'Pf can be determined recursively by eq. (6. 2b) extend­
ing the range of n to {0, 1, . . . , M} _ That is, eq. (6. 2c) is reduced to the NLLE with rank M 
as 
�� = N[U ] = [A, F';))]. (6. 3) 
Let consider a different NLLE with rank M( = M - 1) ,  where related quantities are distuinguished 
by a superscript " -".  N ow we set a conjecture 
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(6. 4) 
by which the N LLEE with N ( =  Njk]) is transformed to N as K:N --> N, 
N _ 1 a N " ( Nj, u, k )  jk - Aj-Ak ax jk + t Aj - Al 
+�Ujkfx ( Nj, Ut j+Uj, Nf j + Nkf Ut k +Uk, Nf k )dy. (6. 5) 
c At -Aj Ak-A, 
This mapping K can be expected as the hereditary symmetry. Although the analytical proof is 
not completed , the computer calculations show that in some content. 
We must note that such an approach results in difficulty for the case of multi-dimensions and 
it is still open. Under this situation, however, some treatments have been reported still by means 15) 
of symmetric approach. 
The strong symmetry may be applicable to solve such a special problem as perturbation 
problems appearing in equtions with nonintegrable terms. In such a case we need the complete 
basis of solutions of the linearized equation. This problem was solved by using squared eigenfun­
ctions, but the elimination of squared eigenfunction is rather tedious. The strong symmetry may 
give the basis of solutions, which expands the nonintegrable functions. 
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Appendix A : Symmetry Algebras 
Before considerling the Gateau derivative of a commutator, 
Zk[u] = [Z;, ZJ[u ] = Z:.u (Zj[u ]) - Z�.u (Z ;[u ]), 
we refer to the notation of the second Gateau derivative, 
Z'� (v,w) = a;;v Z[u + e v+ vw] = Z'� (w, v), 
Since v-:f:- w and 
(A. 1) 
(A. 2) 
az a . . a . . . ' 
aeav Z[u + e v + vw] =  ae Z� [u + e v](w) = ae Z� [u + e w](v), (A. 3) 
we find Z� [u + e v] -:f:- Z� [u + e w].  To emphacize this fact, we use the notation, Z�+ • • (w) = Z� 
[u + e v](w). From eqs. (A. 2) and (A. 3) we obtain z·� (v, w) �_l__ {Z�+· · - Z� } (w), that is, 
E 
The Gateau derivative of eq. (A. 1) is given by 
Z',.,u (w) = Z�.u(Z'j.u (w)) + Z�:u (Z;[u ] ,  w) 
- Z�.u(Z:,u (w)) - z�:u (Z;[u ],  w), 
by which we can calculate 
[Zkl [Z;, ZJ][u ] 
= Z�u(Z:,u (Z;[u ])) - Z�u (Z�,u (Z;[u ])) - Z:,u (Z�,u (Zk[u ])) 
- z::u (ZJ[u] ,  Zk[u]) + Z�.u(Z�,u (Zk[u ])) + Z�:u (Z;[u] ,  Zk[u ]). 
(A. 4) 
If we assume the symmetry zr,u {ou , ov) = Zr,u (ov, ou ), the cyclic summation - �  [Zk, [Z;, ZJ]][u ] I, ), k 
results in zero. 
Appendix-B The proof of Theor. 2 
Before proving the theorem we list some necessary lemmas. 
[Lemma . B l ] If Lu is skew symmetric and P[u ] is conserved covariant, we obtain 
(B. 1) 
[proof] Because of eqs. (3. 3) and (3. 4a), we find 
<:Lu(P� (Lu Q)), P:> = - <:Lu (P), P� (Lu Q)) :> 
= - <:Lu (Q), P� (Lu (P)):> = <: Lu (P� (Lu ((P))), Q:>. [QED] 
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[Lemma. 82] If w { = ou} is some variation of u (x, t), we can obtain 
<.L� (oQ;w), oP:> + <L� (oP;w), oQ:> = O, 
where oP and oQ are u - independent. 
(B. 2) 
[proof] We consider the functional I[u ] = <.Lu (oQ), oQ:>, then its variation is directly evaluated 
as 
oi[u J = <L� (oQ;ou ), oP:>, 
while eq. (3. 3) gives another formula as 
ol[u ] = - <L� (oP;ou),  oQ:>. [QED] 
[Lemma. 83] The Gateau derivative of symmetrien Z[ u ]  generated from the covariants P[u ] 
{Z = Lu P} is given by 
Z� (w) = L'(P[ u ];w) + Lu (P� (w) ) .  
[proof] From eq.(A. 4)we find 
:E {Lu+ .v( P[u])} = L� (P[u ] ) + o( e ) , 
by which Z�(w) is reduced to 
Z� (w) =  :E Lu + <• • P[u ] + � Lu+ • •  • (P[u + e w]) - P[u])  
= :E lu + • •  • P[u ] + Lu +  • •  (P�(w) + e • :E lu + • •  (P �(w)) 
=L�( P[ u ];w) + Lu(P �(w) ). 
[Lemma. 84] For Z = Lu P, the following relation is obtained, 
<.Z� (Lu oQ), oP:> - <Z� (LuoP), oQ:> = <L� ( oQ;Z[u ]), oP:>. 
[proof] Let's substitute eq. (B. 3) into the LHS of eq. (B. 4) 
<_Z� (Lu oQ), oP:> = <.L� (P[ u ];Lu oQ) + Lu (P� (Lu oQ)), oP:> etc .. 
Because of eqs. (B. 1) ,  (B. 2), and further (3. 4b), we can obtain 
<.Z� (LuoQ), oP:> - <.Z� (Lu oP), oQ:> 
= <L� (P[u ];LuoQ), oP:> - <.L� (P[u ];Lu oP), oQ:> 
= - <.L� (oP;Lu oQ), P:> - <.L� (P[u ];LuoP), oQ:> 





[proof of Theor.2] By virture of Lemmas listed above and definition of the commutator, we see 
<.[Zj, Zk][u ], oP:> = <.Z�u (Zk) ,  oP:> - <.Z�u (ZJ, oP:> 
= <.Lu (P},u (Zk)), oP:> + <. L� (Pj; Zk),  oP:> - <Z�u (Zj), oP:>. 
Since Zk = Lu  P k and from Lemma. 84, we get 
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<Z� .. (Zj), oP:> = <:Z� .. (L .. P J, oP:> 
= <Z� .. (L .. oP), Pj> + <L� (Pj; L .. Pk), oP:>. 
By eqs. (B. 6) and (B. 7) we obtain 
<:[Zj, Zk][u ],  oP:> 
= <:L .. (Pj, .. (Zk)), oP:> - <Z� .. (L .. oP), Pj> 
+ <L� (Pj;Zk), oP:> - <L� (PJ;L .. Pk), oP:> 
= <L .. (Pj, .. (Zk)), oP:> - <Z� .. (l.. oP), PJ>· 
The second term of RHS can be arranged to 
- <Z� .. (L .. oP), Pj> = - <L .. oP, [Z� .. J Pj >  > 
= <:L .. ([Z� .. J Pj), oP:>. 
Substituting this into eq. (B. 8), we get 
<:[Zj, Zk][u ] ,  oP:> = <:L .. (Pj, .. (Zk)), oP:> + <L.. (Z� .. J Pj), oP:> 
= <L.. {Pj, .. (Z��) + [Z� .. J (PJ} , oP:>. 
Append ix-C Proofs of Lemmas i n  §. 4 




a B[u + eou ,v + .uov] = a
a 8�  [u + eou, v](ov) = 8'� ... (ov)(ou )  
E 'J.l E .. 
so we note 
a 
= a.u 8� [u ,  v +  .uov](ou ) = 8 '� .• (ou)(ov), 
8� [u + eou , v]�8� [u ,v] + e8 '� ... [u ,  v](ou), 
8� [u, v + eov]�8 �[u ,  v] + e8 '� 
. •  
[u ,  v](ov). 
The product, B = G  • H, is treated by usual manner, 
8� [u ,  v](ow) = ! G[u + eow, v]H [u + eow, v] 
[QED] 
(C. 1) 
a · a =i'£-G[u + eow, v] • H[u + eow, v] + G[u + eow, v] • ae H [u + eow, v] 
= G  .. [u ,  v](ow) • H [u ,  v] + G[u , v] · H .. [u ,  v](ow). 
C l ) Proof of Lemma. 1 
It is easy to hive the partial derivatives of B, but the derivative of inverse is remained. Since 
8 � • A �= l , the variation is reduced to 
0 = 8� [u ,  v+ ov] · A� [u ,  v + ov] - 8� [u ,  v] · A� [u ,  v] 
= {8�  + 8'� 
.• (ov)} · {A� + A '� 
.• (ov)} - 8� · A� 
�8·� 
.• 
(ov) . A� + 8� • A '� .• (ov). 
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That is, we get 
A'� .• (ov) = - A �  • A '� .• (ov) · A� ,  A '� .• (ou ) =  - A �  • B'� .• (ou)  · A� .  
By these relations we can calculate the derivative of T =A� • B� , 
T. [u ,  v](ov) = A� [u ,  v + ov] • B �  [u ,  v + ov] - A �  [u ,  v] • B� [u ,  v] 
= A'� .• (ov) • B �  + A� • A '� 
.
• (ov) 
= - A �  • B '� .• (ov) • T + A� • B'� .• (ov), 
Tu [u ,  v](ou) = - A� • B '�.u(ou )  • T + A �  • B'� .u (ou )  
The constrained dervative i s  obtained by imposing ov = -T(ou), 
d.T[u , v](ov) =Tu (T- 1 (ou )) + T. (ov) 
= - A� • B '� .• (ov) • T +A� • B'� 
.
• (ov) 
+ A�  • B '�.u (T- 1 (ou )) • T - A�  • B '�.u (T- 1(ou)), 
then we get 
dvT(ov)(ou ) = - A� • B'� 
.
• (ov) • (ov) + A� • B'� .• (ov)(ou ) 
+ A�  • B '�.u (O'v) • T(ou ) - A�  • B '�.u (ov)(ou) .  
On the other hand, from eqs. (C. 2) we get 
T. (T • ou) = - A �  • B '� .• (T • Q"u ) • T + A �  • B '� .• (T • ou ), 
Tu (ou ) = - A� • B '�.u(ou) • T + A �  • B '� .u(ou) ,  
from which the constrained derivative is  obtained, 
d.T(ov)(ou ) = { - A� • B '� 
.
• (ov) • T + A �  • B'�  .• (ov) 
+ A �  • B '�.u (T- 1 (ov)) • T - A �  • B '�.u(T- 1 (ov))} (ou ). 
By using eqs. (C. 4) and (C. 5) we can obtain 
d.T(T(ou))T- 1 (ov) = T. (T • ou ) • T- 1 (ov) - Tu (T • ou )(ou ) 
= - A �  • B '� .• (T • ou )(ov) + A� • B'� .• (T . ou )T- 1 (ov) 
+ A �  • B '�.u(ov) • (ov) - A �  • B '�,u(ov)(ou ). 
Comparing both eqs. (C. 3) and (C. 6), we proof eq. (4 . 6). 









We estimeate the variation of strong symmetry K[ u ]  and nonlinear operator N[u ], 
d. K(ov)=K� [u [v]](b� [v](ov)) = K� • T- 1 (ov), 
d. N(ov)=- N� • T- 1 (ov). 
On the other hand, we see 
d 1 . 
dtB[u , v]= Ll.t {B[u (t) + Lt • U t, v(t) + Lt • v1] - B[u(t), v(t)]} 
-
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=B� [u(t) ,  v(t)](u t) + B� [u (t), v(t)](v1) 
= B � • N[u ] + B� • G[v] = 0 , 
from which G = - T • N is obtained. 
C3) Proof of Lemma. 3 
From definition of constrained derivative, we can see 
d. {K • L} (ov) = o{K[u [v], v] • L[u [v], v]}  
= oK[u [v], v] • L[u [v], v]  + K[u [v]J, vl · oL[u [v], v] 
= d. K(O'v) • L + K • d. L(O'v). 
By only replacement, we can easily extend eq. (C. 7) to 
d. {K • L • M} (ov) = d. {K • L} (ov) • M + K • L · d. M(O'v) 
= d. K(ov) • L • M + K  • d. L(ov) • M + K · · L • d. M(ov). 
By using eq. (4 . 8a), the constrahned derivative of T- 1 is also obtained, 
d. {T • T- 1 }  (ov) = d. T(ov) • T- 1 + T · d. T'- 1 (ov) = O. 
C4) Proof of Lemma. 4 
By means of eqs. (4 . 8b) and (4 . 6), we obtain 
d. {T • K .  T- 1 }  (ov) 
= d. T(O'v) • K • T- 1 + T • d. K(av) • T- 1 - T • K • T- 1 • d. T(av) • r- r , 
and 
d. K(G)(ov) 




respectively. By means of eqs. (C. 2), G = - T • K and d. K(G) =  k� • N, each term ofRHS can be 
reduced to 
d. T(G) • K • T- 1 (0'v) = - d. T(M • ov) • N, 
T • d. K(G) • T- 1 (0'v) = T  • K� • N • T- 1 (ov), 
M · d. T(G) • T- 1 (ov) = - M · d. T(av) • N. 




It is necessary to proof that the operator K in eq. (5. 2b) is sympletic in the sence of eqs. (3. 4) .  
Skew-symmetry: By means of eq.  (5. 9) we see 
<:a, K[u]b>�Io < a I O"a bx > + 21o < a I O"a U > I± < u. I O"a b > ,  
<:b, K[ u ]a>�lo < b I O"aax > + 21o < b I O"au > l± < u  I O"a a > . 
Throughout preceeding discussions we had u�d the integrator I± ,  but it can be replaced with 
1 = 21± = {jx +Jx } dy. - oo  + co  
Because of integral by part, we see 
(D. 1) 
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and obtain 
l± flog = - logl± f. 
After all we obtain 
<a, K[u]b> + <b, K[u ]a> 
.:::::.21o < a I O"sU > I± < u  I aa b > + 21o < b I O"sU > I± < u I O"sa > 
= lo < U  I O"sa > l < u l o-sb > + 21o < U  I O"sb > l < u  I O"sa > = O. 
Jacobi Equation : 
To check the Jacobi relation, let's substitute v = K[u]  I q > into 
M� (p, v) = d� M u+••(p) = ££ K[u + e v] I p > 
= O"s I v > l < u  I O"s P > + O"s I u > l < v I O"s P > ,  · 
then obtain 
M� (p; K[ u ]  I q > ).:::::. l Qx > • l < u  I O"sP >  + I U > l < u  I O"sQ >  • l < u  I O"s P > 
(D. 2) 
[QED] 
+ o-s I u > I < P I Qx > + o-s I u > l < p  I u > l < u  I O"sq > . (D. 3) 
According to eq. (3. 4b) , the broblem is reduced to the estimation of the following term, 
� <K� (p;K[ u ]  I q > ), r> 
p,q,r 
.:::::. � {lo < r I Qx > l < u  I O"s P > + Io < r I O"sU > I < p I Qx > } 
p,q,r 
+ � {lo < r I u > l < u I O"sQ >  • l < u  I O"s P > + Io < r I O"su > l < p I u > l < u  I O"sQ > .(D. 4) 
p,q,r 
The contribution of the first term in the RHS is given by 
� {lo < r I Qx > l < u  I O"sP > + Io < r I O"sU > I < p I Qx > } 
p,q,r 
= lo < P I Q >xl < u  I O"s r > + lo < Q  I r >xl < u  I O"s P > + Io < r  I P >xl < u I O"sQ >  
= - lo < u  I O"s { I p > < q I r > +  I q > < r I P > + I r > < p I q > } = O, (D. 5) 
because of relations, 
x : oo  
lo < P I Q >xl < u  I O"s r > = < p I q > l  <u  I O"s r > I - Io < p I q>  < u I O"s r > , 
x = - oo  
I p > < q I r > +  I q > < r I p > +  I r > < p I q > = O. 
We next consider a term included in the second term in eq. (D. 4), 
lo < r I O"sU > I < p I u > l < u  I O"sQ > = - Io < U I O"s r > l < u I p > l < u  I O"sQ >  
x = + oo 
= - {l < u  I O"s r > l < u I p > l < u  I O"sQ >  } + lo < U I p >  {l < u  I O"s r > • l < u  I O"sq ::> }  
x = - oo 
= lo < u  I p > {l < u I O"s r > • l < u 'I O"sQ > } . 
Then second term is reduced to 
� {lo < r 1 u > l < u I O"sQ >  • l < u I O"sP > + lo < r I O"su > l < p I u > l < u I O"sQ > }  
p,q,r 
= � lo < r I u > l < u  I O"sQ >  • l < u  I 03 P > 
p,q,r 


















高々30%前妥 である。 通常， ターゲツ卜は高純度な材料， 製作過程が複雑， 資源が乏しい， などの理
由から非常に高価であり， 工場の薄膜製造工程では， その利用率の改善が重要な課題となっている。
さらに， ターゲット断面の侵食プロファイルがV字状の谷になり， それが時間の経過とともに深くな
る。 このために， スパッタの最適条件がその都度変化し， 長時間にわたって安定なスパッタを行うこ





から磁性体まで幅広い材 質に適用させるために， Al， 
Co-Zr- Nb， Co-Cr， Ni- Feなどのターゲットを用いて
直流放電およびスパッタ特性などを調べた。 さらに，
形成膜の特性評価も行った。 以下， 順を追って， 実験
結果について説明する。
2. AIN膜の形成と特性










(Hdを重畳した。 本方式で最も重要な役目 を果たす HEがターゲット面上の高速γ電子， 放電プラ
ズマや薄膜の形成など にどのように関与しているのかを明らかにする。
図 2 にγ電子と HEの関係を示す。 まず， HEは磁気ヨークの外周部を磁化する。 これ により， ター
ゲット面に平行な磁界成分(Hグ)が増加する。 その結果， 磁力線がターゲット面上で広い範囲まで及
び， ターゲットの侵食領域が広くなる。 次 に， ターゲットから放出された高速γ電子は HEのターゲ
ット面 に垂直な成分(HEム)に沿ってら旋運動をするために， その飛行距離が長くなり， γ電子の封じ
込めが強くなる。 その結果， 雰囲気ガスとの衝突， 電離が促進されて， 高密度プラズマが形成される。
特 に， HEょはターゲ、ツトの外縁付近でプラF マに対して壁の役目 をしている。この現象はちょうど磁気
カスプ磁界中におけるプラズマの封じ込め に類似している。以上のように， この装置では， HEはヨー
ク外周部を磁化することと， ターゲット面上に高密度プラズマを有効に封じ込める空間を形成するこ
との 2 つの働きを持っている。
AIN膜は Alディスクターゲット(純度99.99%， 直径62mm， 厚さ 5 mm)と窒素ガス(純度99.999
%)の反応スパッタ法により形成した。 ここでは， HMの最大値は約3000 eである。 また， HEは1000 e
に設定した。
図 3 に窒素ガス庄(PNz)=6mTorr， 基板 ターゲット間距離(d)=35 mm のときの印加電圧
(VA)と膜形成速度(RD)の放電電流(ID)依存性を示す。 IDを80から500 mAまで変化させても， VA 
の変化は約2 0Vと小さい。このPNzにおいて HEを印加しない場合はVAを増加させても， IDを20mA
以上流すことができない。これは通常の 2 極スパッタ法と同じであり， HEの働きの重要性がここでも
現れている。 RDは IDが300mAよりも大きくなると， 急激に増加し， ID= 500 mA で最大約3 .7μm/ hr
になる。
次に， この方法の優秀性を示すために， 他のスパッタ法との比較を行った。 表 1 にその結果を示す。
ここでは， 2極スパッタ法， RFマグネトロンスパッタ法を取り上げた。表か ら本方式の膜形成速度係
数が最も大きい。 これは最も効率のよい高速スパッタ法であることを示している。
本実験 のような反 応スパッタの場合， プラズマ中 の活性ガスの挙動が注目 される。 ずラズマグロー
の発光スベクトルの測定結果から， AINは Alと Nが基板 上で結合して形成されることが明らか にな
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スパッ夕方式 DC2極 RF2極 RFマグネトロン 本方式
膜形成速度何回Ihr) 0.3・0.6 1. 62 0.78 0.98 
投入電力密度(W/cmZ) 2.5 12.33 2.55 2.86 
膜形成速度係数 0.12-0.24 0.131 0.306 0.343 
(p皿・C姐Z/hr.W)
印加電圧(V) 2500 2300 370 
放電篭涜{掴A) 19.6 270 一 300 
スバッタガス Ar+N. Ar+N. Ar+N. .N. N. 
動作tJス圧{皿Torr) 80 25 5 5 
基板ーターゲット 40 30 40 40 
間距離{皿}
基 板 Ta/SiO. ソーダガラス コパールガラス ソーダガラス
基板温度{・C) 900 水冷 200 80 
結晶構造 垂直c軸配向 無配向 垂直c軸配向 垂直c軸配向
c輸分散 a(・) 一 3 3-5.6 
膜面に垂直に配向していることが分つ よ そのC軸分散は RFマグネトロンスパツ ミ法と比較して遜




めに， ターゲツト面上にほとんど現れない。 そこ、で， 磁性体膜の高速形成のために， 対向ターゲツト
式スパツタ器ゃトロイダルプラズマ式スバッタ起 が提案・開発されている。 一方， 本研究で提案した
方式が磁性体ターゲットに適用できるように， 図4 に示す改良装置を考案した。 この場合， ターゲツ
ト表面上の漏洩磁界は図1 の装置のときよりは弱くなる。 そこで， 外周磁極の形を変え， 空間の磁路
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ターゲットは Co- Zr- Nb合金円板(組成比 Co:
Zr: Nb=88 : 4 : 8 [ at. %J， 純度99 .9%， 直 径120





図 6 にターゲット面から 6 mm 上方の測定結果を示
す。 4 つのケースについて実験 を行った。(1)外周磁極
およびターゲットを装着しない(0)，(2)外周磁極のみ
を装着(.)，(3)ターゲットのみを装着(ム)，(4) 両方と






放電開始後， 直ちに安定な放電が持続した。 図7 に
Arガス圧 (PAr) をパラメータにした印加電圧 (VA) と放電電流(10)の関係を示す。 このスパッタ
装置は磁性体ターゲットを用いた場合でもほぼ定電圧特性を示した。しかも，PArが0 .3Pa の低動作圧
力で VAは270Vであり， 他のスパッタ法の場合よりも低い。 このように VAが低いことから， γ 電子
のターゲット面上での封お 込めが強く， さらに基板を衝撃するエネルギーが強く押えられ， 均一でち
密な膜形成が可能になる。
図 8 に膜形成速度 (Ro)と基板温 度 (Ts) の投入電力 (P[) 依存性を示す， RoはP[にほぼ比例し
て増加する。 最大の Roは PAr=0 .2Pa，P[=500W(電力密度=4.42W/ cm2)の条件で約0 .13μm/min
である。 RoはPArの増加とともに， 減少するが， これはスパッタ原子とアルゴンガスの衝突確率が増
加するためと推定できる。
スバッタ開始後， Tsはプラズマやターゲットからの副射熱，γ 電子の基板衝撃などで，室温 から上
向 ιJ
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昇し，膜形成中は一定に保持することができない。本実験 では，膜厚が 1 μm になったときの基板温 度
を Tsとした。Pr が増加するにつれて， Tsは増加し，Pr=500W で約2800Cである。 ここで， 基板を水
冷すれば， Tsは更に低くできる。 これらの実験 結果から， Co-Zr- Nb膜の高速・低温 形成が可能にな
り， 図5 の装置は従来困難とされていた磁性体ターゲットの適用が可能となった。
形成膜はスパッタ条件に関係なく， ほぽアモルファスであり， 磁化容易方向と困難方向とは互いに
直角関係にある。 また， それらの方向の飽和磁化(4πMs)と保磁力(Hc)はほぼ同じである。 チエン
ノf ーの初期到達真空度(PB)をO.7X 10-4から 15X 10-4 Paまで変化させた場合4πMsは14kG と一定
であったが，HcはPB が悪くなるにつれて0 .3から100 eまで変化した。PB=0 .7X10-4のとき Hcはc
も小さし0 .30 eの良好な軟磁気特'性を示し定 。
4 .  Co-Cr膜の形成と特性
ターゲットには Co-Cr合金円板(組成比 Co: Cr=83 : 17 [ at. %J， 純度99 .9%， 直径120mm， 厚
さ 3 mm) を， スバッタガスには純度99 .999%のアノレゴンガスをそれぞれ用いて， Co-Cr膜を形成し
た。 HEは850 eとした。 この場合， 放電および、スパッタ特性は Co-Zr- Nbターゲッ卜の場合と同じ傾
向を示した。 VAはPAr=0 .3Pa で約300Vと Co-Zr- Nbターゲットの場合よりは50V程度高くなっ
た。 しかし， 最大のRDは PArニ0 .3Pa，Pr二1000W(電力密度=8 .84W/ cm2)の条件で約0 .26μm/m in
である。 これは電力密度当りに換算すると， Co-Zr- Nb膜の値とほぼ同じである。
図9 に Co-Cr ターゲ、ツト断面の浸触ノfターンを示字 。通常のマグネトロンスパツタ法では非磁性体
ターゲットの場合， ターゲットの体積使用率は高々30%程度である。 磁性体ターゲットでは， プラズ
マの封じ込めが悪くなるので使用率はさらに低下し， 20%程害 となると推測される。 また， GT (Gap 
Type)磁性体ターゲットでは， 若干向上して約35%程度である。 しかし， この本研究では65%まで改
善された。 さらに， 面積利用率も向上し， 約90%となった。 この様に， 本方式はターゲットの使用率
の優れたスパッタ法である。 面積利用率が高いことは， つまりはプラズマがターゲット面上に均一に
封じ込められていることを示唆しており， HEがこの装置でも有効に働いている。
形成膜は結晶子の c軸が膜面に垂直に配向するように成長し， 垂直磁気異方性を示した。 垂直方向
の飽和磁化(Ms)は400�550 emu/cc， 保磁力(Hc)は250�10000 eであった。 Hcは基板温 度に依存




Co-Zr- Nb， Co-Cr ターゲットは合金化のために，透
過率が約�100程度と低下しており，ターゲット面上の




として Ni-Fe合金円板(組成比 Ni: Fe=78 : 22 [ wt. 






図10に Ni- Feターゲットを装着した場合のターゲット面上の面内磁界成分 (H#)の変化を示す。 H
グの変化は図 6 の 場合とは全く異なり， ターゲット面の中心から R= 3 cm 付近までは Hグは極端に
小さい。 一方， 外縁に近ずくにつれて急激に大きくなり， 外周磁極の突出部の位置で最大になる。 こ
のように， 本実験 装置では磁界分布が磁性体材料の透磁率に依存することが明らかにされ， Ni- Feタ
ーゲットの高速スパッタは難しいと考えられる。そこで，HEをo �1000 eまで変化させて， 放電およ
びスパッタ特性を測定した。
図11に印加電圧 (VA) と放電電流 (ID) の関係を示す。 この場合， ターゲット面上の Hグが小さい
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おける飽和磁化(4πMs)は9 .5kG， 保磁力(Hc)は0. 5
Ocであり， 良好な軟磁気特性を示し定 。
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本研究で提案したスパッタ法は， ターゲットの材質 図13 ソレノイドコイル磁界による形成膜の膜
に関係なし非磁性体から磁性体まで幅広く， 印加電 厚分布
圧が4 00V以下と低いこと， 膜形成速度が AIN膜の場
合で3 .7 ，um/ hr， 磁性体膜の場合で 0.2μm/min以上の高速スパッタができること， ターゲットの面積
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Deposition and Propertie$ of Electronic and Magnetic Films 
by Sputtering with Highly EffiCient Target Utilization 
Takakazu Takahashi* and Masahiko Naoe** 
* Department of Electronic and Computer Engineering， Faculty of Engineering， Toyama 
University 
* * Department of Physical Electronics， Faculty of Engineering， Tokyo Institute of Technology 
A plasma controlling type of sputtering method with high target utilization ef f iciency is 
developed to d eposit f ilms at high rate. The magnetic f ield distribution in f ront of target plane 
is varied by the magnetic f ield perpend icular to the target plane. The applied voltages to targets 
are as low as 400 V， regard less of their materials such as Al， Co- Cr， Co-Zr- Nb and Ni- Fe. AIN 
f ilms and magnetic ones are d eposited at high rates of 3.7 μm/ hr， and 0. 2 μm/min， respectively. 
Target utilization ef f iciencies in area and in volume are signif icantly improved to 90 % ， and 60 
% ， respectively. Properties of f ilms d eposited by this method are not at all inf erior to that 
deposited by other sputtering method s because of red ucing ef f ects of plasma and y- electrons to 
the substrate. 
Deposition and Properties of Electronic and Magnetic Films 
by Sputtering with H ighly Ef f icient Target Utilization 
高橋隆一ヘ直江正彦**
ターゲット利用率の優れたスバッタ法を開発するために， ターゲット面上の磁界分布に注目 し， タ
ーゲット面に垂直な磁界の印加により， プラズマの状態を制御する方法を提案した。 Al， Co-Zr- Nb， 
Co-Cr， Ni- Feなどのターゲットを用いて， 直流放電およびスパッタ特性を調べた。 材 質に 関係な
く， 印加電圧が400V以下と低く，AIN膜で3. 7μm/ hr，磁性体膜で0 .2μm/minの高速形成が実現され






電圧制御複屈折率 (Electrically Contolled Biref ringence ; E C B) モードは， 電界によってネマ
チック液晶分子の傾 き角 (チルト角) を変え， セルの複屈折率を制御する液晶動作方式の一つである。
白色光を光源として， 2 枚の偏光板の間にセルを置くも ， 干渉色によるカラー表示ができる。 EC B
モードの原理は， 19 7 1 年メイラーらによって発表された。 その後シーケルとファーレンションは負の
誘電率異方性をもっネマチック液晶(Nn形)を用い液晶を基板に垂直配向させる方法を Def ormation
of Aligned Phases .( D A P) と名付け足 。 E C Bモードにつじぞ は， 以前は白色光を光源として用い
干渉色を使ったカラー表示について研究されて来た。 しかし， 今日カラーフィルタ技術の向上によっ
て， 単色光のシャツタとして使うことも考えられるようになった。 E C Bモードを使った光シャツタ
やカラーフィルタと組み合わせた E C B表示パネルに関する研究としては， 1988 年ウーらに
l
ま 3 てト
ランジエントネマチック効果として発表され， 時宜を得て注目 された者 シャツタとその駆動方法ゃ，
1989 年山内らによって発表されたカラースーパーホメオトロピック表示などがある。 カラーフィルタ
技術， マルチギャップ技術， 高速駆動技術などの向上がみられる今日， 投影式のリアルタイムディス
プレイをEC Bモードで実現できるのではないかと考えた。 そこで， 正の誘電率異方性をもっネマチ
ック液晶(Np 形)を用い水 平配向させた液品 セ
ノレをウーらの駆動方式によって駆動させ応答時
間の観点から見直した基礎的実験 をした。 実験



































2.1 .1 次数(H， L) 
図 1 は， EC Bの電圧一透過光強度特性の測
定結果の一例である。 Np 形液品を使っている
ので高電圧側から 1 次， 2 次， 3 次の干渉によ
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って透過光の強度が変化している。 本実験では， 1次の透過光強度のピークの高電圧側を1次H， 低
電圧側をl次 Lとする。 今までこの 1 次Hを利用した光シャツタに付いてよく研究されてきたが， 透
過光強度の変化が急峻な低電圧倒に付いても改めて調べてみた。 また図1 に示すように， a， bの電











液品には GR- 6(チッソ)を使った。 この液晶の誘電率異方性は12 .6， 屈折率異方性は0 .3である。 ガ
ラス基板表面にポリピニ}ルアルコールを 塗布し， ラピングによって水平配向処理を行った。 また，
均一なセル厚を得るために一定の粒径をもっプラスチック粒子をスペーサーに使った。 用いた粒子は











P: Polarizer， A: Analyser 
P 
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ス表面の配向力を十分に受け， チルト角がより速く変化する。 そして， チルト角が必要な値になった
時点でOFF電圧(維持電圧) を印加することによってそのチルト角を維持させている。
2.4 測定方法
直交させた 2 枚の偏光板の間に液晶セルを挟み込む。 このとき偏光板の偏光方向と， 液晶の光軸を
45度ずらしてセットする(図3 ) 0E C Bモードを光シャツタとして使うので光源は653nm(半値幅13. 5
nm) の干渉フィルタを通した単色光を用いる。
3 . 結 果
3 .1 応答時間
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答時間を次数( H， L)毎に比較してみる。 単一
セ/レの厚さは11. 5μm， 重ね合わせセルの厚さは

































果を図 9 に示す。 単一セルも重ね合わせセルも高
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急峻な電圧応答， ハイコントラストと短い応答時間が必要で、ある。 本研究の結果から， 重ね合わせセ
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High-Speed Light Shutters 
Using Nematic Liquid Crystal 
Shigeki W AKABA YASHI， Michio KUWAHARA， Hiroyoshi ONNAGA W A and 
Kazuo MIY ASHIT A 
Experimetal results of a monochromatic light shuUer using the electrically controlled bire­
f rinence mod e of nematic liq uid crystals ( NLC s) are reported . The NLC used was GR-6 
( Chisso) which had positive d ielectric anisotropy. Homogeneous alignment of the NLC was 
obtained by rubbing the surf aces of the substrates having the molecular aligning f ilm of poly 
( vinvl alcohol). Two types of cells were prepared : the single cells and the stacked cells with 
d ouble- and triple-layers. The cells were d riven by an AC signal voltage utilizing the transient 
nematic ef f ect which was proposed by Perregaux and W u et al. The wavelength of the incid en t 
light was 653 nm. The performance of the cells were evaluated by using the parameters: the 
response time， the contrast ratio (CR)， and the steepness of the optical transmission curve ( M). 
The response time of the stacked sells was about O.lms. For the response time and M， the 
stacked cells were beUer than the single cells. On the other hand ， the single cells were superior 
to the stacked cells in CR. 
ネマチック液品による 高速光シャツタ
若林成喜， 桑原道夫， 女川博義， 宮下和雄
ネマチック液晶( NLC s) の複屈折率効果を利用した単色光シャツタについての実験 結果を報告す
る。 液品は GR- 6( チッソ) という誘電率異方性が正の NLC を用いた。 分子配向剤としてポリビニー
ノレ アルコールを用い， 表面をラピングすることによって NLC は水 平配向を得ている。 セルは， 単一セ
ルと 2 枚または 3 枚重ねた重ね合わせセノレ の 2 種類用意 した。 セノレはパラガウスとウーらが提案 した
トランジェントネマチック効果を利用した交流信号電圧で駆動した。 入射光の波長は653 nm である。
セルの特性は応答時間， コントラスト比， 透過光強度曲線の急峻さ( M) のパラメータで評価 した。
重ね合わせセルの応答時間は， 約O.lmsである。 応答時間やMは重ね合わせセ/レ の方が単一セルより






本報告は炭素電極プールを用いた大量細胞融合一培養装置を開発し， ノfー ルチェーンの形成， 電界
融合， 細胞培養の 3 段階を， 特に電界効果を中心に調べたものである。 しょ糖を 3 %混入したO. 65 M
マンニトール溶液中のニンジン根とホウレンソウ葉肉混合プロトプラストに， 1 MHz， 10KV 1m の電





きることを目 的 として開発したものであり， 入出力管理部， データベース管理部， 検索部およびコン





血管が硬化すると， 動脈を中心にして， 血圧上昇を招いたり， 時には， 破裂したりする。 この症状
が脳のようなからだの重要な部分である場合には， 重篤な病気 につながる。 その意味から， 血管の硬
化度が客観的 にして， かつ， 非観血的 に計測できれば， この種の病気 の予防になる。 この場合， 血圧
測定のような簡単な方法で， 血管音を記録し， この周波数分析をすることにょに その分布特性に特




財 田 一 也
声道は複雑な形状をもっ一種の音響フィルタで， その伝達特性の解析は発音機構の解明や音声合成
の研究に役立つと考えられている。 本研究は境界要素法を用いて声道系の 3 次元音場シミュレーショ
ンを試みたもので， 1 ) 日本語母音についての声道伝達特性， 2 )口から発せられた音波の放射指 向
特性， などが検討されている。 本研究の一部は“Bound ary Elemen t V oc al Tr ac t-R ad i ation Field 
M od els and their Ch ar ac teris tic " のタイトルで， IEEE Tr ans. on Acous tics ， Speech and Sign al 
Processing に投稿中である。
誘導伝導機駆動インバータ用電源の平滑フィルタ定数決定に関する研究
田 嶋 真 一
近 年， 誘導電動機のインバータ運転が多く用いられる傾 向にある。 このインバータ駆動電源には交
流を一旦整流し， 平滑回路 を通した直流電源回路 が用いられる。 平滑回路 にはLC フィルタを用いる
場合が多い。 この論文ではLC フィルタ， インバータ， 誘導電動機を含めた総合的 な等価回路 を誘導
し， フィルタ回路 の電圧リップル率が最小になるLC の定数決定法を誘導した。
コオロギの発音と雌コオロギの行動の関係
中 島 剛
コオロギのよう な一連の定型行動のみを有する動物においては， 外的 刺激とその応答との関係を明
らかにすることは大変重要である。 また， その結果， 行動と神経活動との関係も明らかになることが
期待されていた。 これらの現象を客観的 に観測するために， Y字路やクレーマー型トレッド・ミルを




中 村 武 典
本研究は， 強磁性体内欠陥の非破壊検査法としてバルクハウゼン効果を応用する新しい方法を提案






浅 井 祐 二
先に， トリチウムガスの酸化反応が紫外線により著しく促進させることを認めた。 本研究では， ト
リチウムガスの紫外線によるトリチウム水 生成反応に対する酸素圧， 水 素圧の影響， 並びに従来の光
化学反応の研究中， 水 素一酸素の素反応から水 生成機構について検討を行い次の知見を得た。 トリチ
ウムの反応速度は酸素庄の 1 次に依存し，CHTJ/CH2Jの1/2次に依存する。水 生成機構より dCH TOJ/d t




懸 高 敏 弘




たが (Alkyl- f reeMW: 1945:t35)， ヘキサン不溶分の分子量 (16300) は再処理により約1 /6に低下し
た。又 Tetralinと Decalinの処理生成物中に開裂生成物が認められた事などから， アルキノレ 化やエー
テル結合の開裂等以外に， ナフテン系化合物の開裂 (解重合) も可溶化性の向上に深く関与している
事が明らかにされた (第 26回石炭科 学会議で発表)。
2 -プロモシクロへプタ (a )シクロベンタ (g， h) 
フェナレンー7， 12-ジオンの合成に関する研究
川 田 成 利
アセナフテン酸クロリドとシクロへプタノンのモルホリンエナミンとの縮合，次いでCuBらによる
臭素化， 脱水 間環により基本骨格を合成した。 これより， 臭素を水 酸基に変え， 酸化してケトンとし
た。 これに臭素を反応させ三臭化物とし， 脱臭化水 素により目 的 とした表題のキノン体を得た。 この
キノンは， 'HNMRスペクト/レ より， トロポン部分とシクロペンタフェナレノン部分の融合した状態
で存在していることが分かった。又， 強酸中でのジカチオンの生成は確認出来なかった。 これは， こ
の系が周辺16π 電子の不安定系となる予想と一致していることが分かった。
- 87一
シクロへプタ (a )フェナレンー7， 10ージオン及び
-7， 12ージオンの合成と性 質に関する研究
上 端 義 暢
ナフタレン酸エチルエステJレとシクロへプタノンの塩基による縮合， 次いで CuBらによる臭素化，
脱水 閉環により基本骨格を合成した。 次いで， 臭素を水 酸基に変え， これを酸化してカルボニル基と
した。 臭素化， 脱臭化水 素反応により表題の 7 ， 12 ・ジオンを合成した。又， 基本骨格より脱臭化水 素
により二重結合を 7 員環部に導入し， アリリック酸化しジオン体とし， 二酸化セレンで脱水 素すると
7 ， 10ージオンが合成出来た。 これらジオン体は強酸中で安定なジカチオンを生成し， 反磁性環電流に
よる芳香族性を示した。
モノ置換アゾキシベンゼンの合成及び光化学反応に関する研究
中 村 吉 秀
モノメトキシ及 びクロルアゾキシベンゼンの各α・β異性体の合成法を検討した。これらのアゾキシ
化合物は光照射によって， 他の例で報告されているように， N オキシド酸素がより遠いベンゼン核
に転位した 2 -ヒドロキシアゾ化合物を主生成物として与えた。 4ーメトキシ化合物のみは異なった
挙動をするとの Bun ceの報告は誤りであることを確認した。 なお部分的 にαβ異性化および先の主転
位生成物の異性体も生成した。 これらの生成機構について考察した。
MO Teoretical Studies of the Reactivity of Sulfenic Acid 
丹 羽 英 隆
スルフェン酸は， チオールを酸化するときに通る重要な中間体であるが， たやすく脱水 縮合を起こ
しチオールスルフィネートを生成するため非常に不安定である。 この反応は， 従来水 素結合による二
量体からすすむと考えられてきたが， ad in itio分子軌道計算プログラム GAUSSIAN 82 を用いてシ





東 出 充 志
石炭液化油中の芳香族窒素複素環化合物 ( PANH) とアミノ芳香族化合物 (APAH) をトリプルオ
ロ酢酸無水 物で処理後，APAH のトリプルオロアセトアミド誘導体を硫酸不溶物として PANH から
分離した。 PANH と APAH を詳細に分析し， 発癌性物質を定量した。 PANH 中には， CO�C8置換
キノリン， CO�C7ベンゾキノリンとフェナントリジン， CO�C7アザピレン， CO�C7ブェニルピリジ
ンが多く， APAH 中には， CO�C8置換アニリン， CO�C6アミノインダン， CO�C6アミノビフェニ
ル， CO�C8アミノナフタレン， CO�C5アミノフェナントレンが多く含まれていた。
微量金属(Pd， Co， Cu) のナフタレンを吸着剤とした
錯体生成によるカラム式前濃縮定量
深 美 忠 司
C 1 J錯体試薬Dimethylglyoxim(DMA)， Acenaphthenequinoned ioxime (ANDO) DMA - ANDO 
を ナ フ タ レ ン に 吸 着 さ せ た 吸 着 補 集剤に よ る P d の 定 量， 並 び にC 2 J錯 体 試 薬4 '一(p.
methoxyphenyl)-2 ， 2' : 6'， 2" - terpyrid ine (MPTP ) をナフタレンに吸着させた吸着補集剤によ
る C o， Cu の定量の基礎条件について検討を行い， 次に示す良好な条件を確立した。 C 1 JDMA -
ANDO系において， P d の定量 pH 領域は1 .7�6 .8%， 1 %吸収感度(μg/ ml)は0 .039であった。 C 2 J 




山 崎 和 臆
オキサアズラノンとアセチYレシクロへプタトリエンのエナミンよりアズレン誘導体を合成し， これ
を選択的 にアセチル化， ホルミル化し， これを分子内アルドーノレ反応によ りアズレノメタノ CnJ ア






鵜 飼 哲 司
マンガン団塊の硫化ニッケル鉱による酸化・還元浸出プロセスならびに浸出液からの有価成分の溶
媒抽出分離プロセスの開発を目 的 に， 熱力学的 考察および、実験的 検討を行った。
浸出プロセスに関しては， 化学組成の異なる 3 種類の硫化ニッケノレ試料を用い， 浸出に及 ぼす各種
因子の影響について検討した。 また， 浸出液からの有価成分の溶媒抽出分離については， 種々の抽出
剤の適用を検討し， 最適な抽出分離条件を見いだした。 さらに， 検討結果を基に， 処理プロセスを想
定し， 実際の浸出液を用いて分離回収プロセスの評価を行った。
Al- 1%Mg2Si 基合金のUHR - AEMによる時効析出過程の研究
木 島 信 ニ
時効性アルミニウム基合金としては，Al一Mg2Si合金は一般的 材料として広く使用されているにも





津 田 安 夫
Ti-50. 8 at.% Ni合金の熱延後の冷間加工と焼ならし条件が相変態に及 ぼす影響を相変態の挙動，
構造， 形態について解析を行い， 1)相変態は冷却時に大きな収縮と加熱時に収縮に先立つ大きく膨張
する I型と逆の傾 向を持つII型に分類できる。 2)673K焼ならし試料では冷却時にR相の安定範囲
が広く， 常温 でR相， M相が共存し易く， 1073K焼ならし試料ではR相は不安定でM相単相になり易
い傾 向を有し， 電顕観察によりマルテンサイトの内部構造が明確になった。
純鉄表面層における(554)(225)三極冷延集合組織の形成
域 生 裕 之
極低炭素鋼の極表面の集合組織の形成について， 1)冷間圧 延により極表面層には (554 )(225J 三極
集合組織が形成され， この特異な集合組織は20%冷延時に最も強く， 冷延率が高くなるにつれく110>
RD，く110> TDの結晶回転が進み， 7 0�80%以上の冷延でく110>RD，く110> TD繊維集合組織に変わ
り， その変化は Bennewitzの理論によく一致する。 2)70%冷延板での調査では (554 )(225J 集合組織
の形成は表面層20μm であり， (554 ) (225J三極集合組織の形成は極表面層の現象である事が明らかと
なった。 3)冷延前 に化学研磨して冷延した場合， 三極集合組織は形成されなかった。
90ー
ニッケル基耐熱合金X';_ 750における超格子相の形成とその機能
長 浜 秀 信
ニッケル基耐熱超合金X-750の時効硬化と徴視組織の変化を詳細に検討し， 1)時効硬化に伴う析
出相は〆規則格子であり， その成長は Lif shitz -Wagnerの理論で解析され， 拡散律速に基づいた
Outwald 成長機構で説明できる事が明らかとなった。 2)時効処理により粒界にはM2S C6炭化物が形
成され， 母相との聞に (111)M23C61! (111)γ， (110) M23C6グ (110)γの方位関係が存在する。 3)析出
硬化に寄与するγF相は平均粒径が20 nm 程度で最大の効果を示す。
Cu - Zn 合金の相分解に関する研究
新 美 正 人
Cu -40%Zn合金を β単相とし， 低温 焼鈍を施しα相を生成させる熱処理は非常に有効な熱処理と
考えられ， 本研究において， この熱処理を用いて組織と強度変化の関係， 特にα相の生成を定量的 に
取り扱い強化機構について考察した。 更にこれら相分解に伴うα相及 び β相の濃度変化を測定した。
その結果低温 焼鈍で得られる積層欠陥の見られるα相では強度の上昇が見られる。 これの理由として
α相は f ccであるのに対し β相の構造は C sC l型で，両者の構造の違いからくる歪が主因と考えている。
液体種付け法による羽毛状鋳塊の引張り試験に及ぼす試験片方位の影響
平 光 慶 光
アルミニウム及 びアルミニウム合金の鋳塊において羽毛状晶と呼ばれる組織がある。 この組織の成
長方位と機械的 性 質との関係を示した報告はなく， 変形機構はまだ不明な点が多い。 そこで本研究で
は， 独自で開発した液体種付け法と名付けた鋳造法による鋳塊から採種した羽毛状組織試験 片により
引張 り試験 を行い， 方位との関係を調査した。 その結果液体種付け法により， ほぽ単一な羽毛状晶鋳
塊を得られることが解った。 また， とり帯観察により schmid f actor， Nijより多重とりの可能性があ
ることを明らかにした。
アルミニウム基合金における平均すべり帯長さ変化
広 瀬 博 章
純銅や Cu -Zn合金で転位の平均自由行程に相当すると考えられている，塑性変形に伴い試料表面に
生ずるすべり帯の平均長さについて， 純アルミニウムと Al -5%Mg合金で0 .5%の付加ひずみにより
生じるすべり帯長さのひずみ量に伴う変化を調べた。 その結果， すべり帯長さはいずれの試料におい





山 本 恭 弘
最近アルミニウム基複合材が注目 されているが， SiC ゃAb0 3 などの長繊維は剛性が大きいために
押出し， 圧延などの加工により破断してしまい， 長繊維の効果が失われてしまう。 そこで本研究にお
いて伸縮自在なストッキングにヒントを得て， 繊維を網状に配置することで加工時の破断が防がれる
可能性を考え， 初期実験 としてステンレスネット及 びステンレス極細線を渦状に巻いたものをアルミ










求し， 実際に設計しての具体 的 指針を示した。
炭素鋼の疲労強度に及ぼすセラミックスコーテイングの影響 に関する研究
大 島 誠 司
炭素鋼に窒化チタンを物理蒸着法 (PVD) および化学蒸着法 (CVD) によって被覆した試験 片を作
製し，大気中および3 .0%塩水 中で片持ち回転曲げ疲労試験 を行った。大気中の耐久限度は被覆処理に
よって16�23%の， また腐食疲労強度は87% (PVD) �144% (CVD) の向上が認められた。 これら
の強度向上は高硬度の表面被膜による疲労き裂発生の遅延， 母材と被膜の良好な密着性および被膜の




河 合 正 高
主流及 び平板に垂直で， かつ平板とすきまを有して設置された直列2 円柱まわりの流れにおいて，
2 円柱の間隔及 び平板とのすきまを変化させ， 円柱表面の圧力分布及 び局所 抗力係数を求めた。 さら
に， スモークワイヤ法及 び油膜法による流れの可視化を行い， 2 円柱間隔が円柱直径の 3 � 4倍の跳
躍現象前 後の流れと平板との干渉について実験 的 に明らかにした。
一対の点熱源による一円孔を有する半無限板の定常熱応力
花 川 靖 司
直線縁に直角に一対の点熱糠を有する半無限板において， 熱源の聞に一円孔が存在する問題を取扱
った。 最初に無孔半無限板の温 度場と Airy の応力関数を求め，これを基にして表題の問題を曲線座標
を用い， 二次元弾性理論により解き， 所 要の熱応力を求めた。 解析の過程における複素積分について
は独自の方法を考案した。 得られた結果より境界の温 度分布と熱応力分布を明らかにした。
化学的影響 を受けた疲労微小表面き裂の進展特性
福 地 博 直
本研究では寸法が数回以下の微小き裂の進展速度に及 ぼす腐食性環境の影響を明らかにすることを





水 口 隆 史
軽量化金属基複合材料の一種として開発された発泡金属複合アルミニウム合金の機械要素部材への
広範囲な応用に関する研究の一環として，ニッケノレ発泡金属を鋳造用アルミニウム合金 AC8Aに高圧
鋳造法によって作製した試料の引張 り試験 および疲労試験 を行い， 強度特性評価並びに強度向上策に
ついて検討した。 ニッケル発泡金属の骨格表面近傍には二種類の金属間化合物が形成され耐摩耗性の




山 下 和 彦
Thom psonの座標 変換法を用い， 3 次元の座標 変換式を導きだし， その後， 差分化を行う 方法を開
発した。 すなわち， 座標 変換を行う ことにより物理空間と計算空間を作り出すことができるので， 不
等間隔の格子の計算も等間隔の計算のよう に扱う ことができる。 本研究では， この方法を長方形断面





超塑性加工が可能な高 強度アルミニウムーセラミックス複合材料の製造を目 的 として， メカニカル
アロイング(MA) 法を応用した。 すなわち， MA法によって内部ミクロ組織を超微細化した混合粉
末に種々の撤密化加工熱処理を加えて製造した複合材料の超塑性特性に関し， 圧 縮変形応力， m値，
変形割れ， 内部組織等から検討した。 その結果， 動的 連続再結品機構の発現によって， 極めて高 変形
速度で超塑性を示す複合材料の製造方法を開発できた。
軸受絞り制御による静圧気体軸受の特性改善に関する研究
加 納 政 雄
絞りとして円板弁を使用した円板形静圧 気体 スライト軸受において， 円板弁の動特性の欠点を補う














野 洲 栄 治
超塑性成形 ( SP F)と拡散接合 ( DB) を組み合せた， 複雑形状品の一体化成形法である， SPF 
- DB法を高強度7475 Al合金に適用するための基礎的実験 を行なった。 本研究では，DB および SPF
- DB試験が可能な装置を試作し， 超塑性成形条件 (温 度， ひずみ速度) と拡散接合条件 (試験 片前
処理， インサート材， 接合雰囲気， 温 度， 接合圧力) の最適条件を検討した。 その結果， 母材の約80




気 ・液・園三相反応装置の挙動について， モデルシミュレーションをおこなった。 反応系として，





桑 名 陽 一
玄米粒を均質な球体とおき， 粒内の水 分は拡散則に従って移動するとみなして， 乾燥実験 データに








さらに， 重回帰分析により， 粒子の円板上での挙動 (粒子のスクレーノfから の離脱位置及び円板外
周での回収位置) におよぽす粒子形状特性， 各種操作条件等の影響について検討した。





応条件を変化させることによる (超) 微粉末特性制御の可能性ならびに， 粉末特性が， 成形体 (成形
工程) 及び焼結体 (焼成工程) の特性に及ぼす影響を調べ， それぞれ各工程における相関関数を比較
検討した。
造粒と粉砕と分粒との同時操作による微細球状造粒粒子の連続生成プロセスの開発
中 沢 秀 樹
本研究において開発された造粒機能と分粒機能を有する単一水 平回転円錐型容器による造粒操作に，
粉砕操作を導入し， 造粒と粉砕と分粒の 3 つの同時操作を行うこと により， 微粉末の枇細球状 造粒粒
子化とその連続生成を試みた。 さらに， 粒子の形状 特性を， 粒子全体の巨視的な形状 特性と粒子表面
の凹凸の度合を表す微視的形状 特性との 2 つの形状 特性によって評価する新しい形状 指数を提案し，
これにもとづき， 造粒製品の粒度特性及 び、形状 特性に及 ぽす操作条件の影響について明らかにした。
(材料， Vol. 37 ， No. 422 ， pp. 1 331�1337( 1988 )， 粉体工学会誌， Vol. 26 ， N o. 9 ， pp. 624�631( 1989) 
に掲載)
乱流促進体による流路内伝熱促進に関する研究
福 島 公 治
流路内に乱流促進体を設置することにより伝熱係数の増大を図る研究が数多く行われている。 しか
しながら， その研究における促進体形状 は円柱あるいは平板状 の場合が多く， 設置条件は単独のもの
が多い。 今まで， 乱流促進体を流路内 に複数個設置した場合の伝熱促進における最適促進体形状 を探





圏分 式精留塔 における間歌留出操作のシ ミュ レーショ ン
本 田 健 市
本研究では， 従来， 解析が困難とされていた液ホール ド アップを有する回分式精留塔 について， ホ
ールドアップ/ 上昇蒸気流量を基準時間とする無次元操作時聞を一定にした場合の最適な間歌留 出操
作を， 還流弁の開閉各時間間隔とその比率を操作変数として， 本大学情 報処理センタ一所有 のシミュ
レーション言 語( SLCS IV ) を用いて求めた。 弁開時間 O の極限として， 比率( 弁開時間/ 弁閉時間)
を還流比とする定還流連続操作が位置づ けられた。
〔電子工学専攻〕
高誘電率 セラミックス誘導体 を 用い たEL 発 行 素子の研究
角 谷 哲 哉
金属電極・セラミックス・絶 縁膜・薄膜蛍 光体・透明導電膜の積層構造のEL素子 を作製し， この発
光強度， 経時変化と製作条件等について検討した。 発光強度と耐電圧に関しては一応満足 すべき結果
が得られたが， 経時変化， いわゆ る発光強度の劣 化が著しい。 その主たる原 因はセラミックスの表面
の粗 さが第 一要因であると考えられた。
知識工学的手 法を 用い た公共交通 機 関案 内システムの試作
門 村 英 城
地 球の資源を有効に利用するためのー っとして交通問題をとり上げた。 すなわ ち公 共交通機関を日
常生活でうまく活用するために， 知識 工学的 手法を用いた公 共交通機関案内システムの試作 研究を行
った。 経路 探 索には最短距離の経路 問題， 最小コストの経路 問題， 最短時間の経路 問題等が あるが，
交通網が複雑になると単純な方法では経路 探 索時間が大変かかる。 そのため人聞が行う経験 的 ， 発見
的 な知識 を利用できるエキスパートシステムを試作し， その探 索アルゴ リズ ムを示した。
Si(100) 基板上 で のI nSb 蒸着薄膜 の作製とその電気的特性 に関する研究
越 田 昌 彦
Si( lOO) 基板上に超高真空 (�lO-lOTorr) 中で InSb単結晶を蒸着源として InSbの薄膜を作成し，
その構造的 ，電気的 特性に対する作製時の基板温 度，膜厚の影響を研究した。オージェ電子 分光(AES)
特性X線(EPMA)による測定では，基板温 度が�1500Cの時， 膜の成分比はほぼ化学量論比に近かった。
走 査電子 顕微鏡( SEM) 観察では， 膜が薄い時はアイランド化しており， アイランドが結合して一
様な層になるには�2000Å 以上の膜厚が必要であった。 電子 移動度は低く. X線回析では膜は非晶質
であった。
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無給電素子 を ブ ロ ー ド サ イ ド に 配列 し た ア ン テ ナ に つ い て
竹 内 昭 孝
無 給電素子をブ、 ロ ード サイ ド に配列し開口 面積を広くし電力利得を上げることを目 指した研究であ
る 。 現在， 衛 生放送受信 アンテナの雪 による障害 対策のー っとして平面アンテナの研究が 行われてい
るが ， 約千 個のアンテナを 給電する際の 給電損失が 非常に大きく， 給電損失の少ないアンテナ が望 ま
れている。 こ の 対策としては 給電損失の少ない材料と構造を持つ 給電線を使用すること， および 給電
素子の数を減らすことである。 本研究は後者の対策とな って居 り，又， 学問的 には， エンドファイア
ー形の八木 アンテナの発想を画 期 的 に転換 した研究となっている。 内容は し 序 論 2. 線状アンテ
ナのリアクシ ョン法による解析 3 . アン テナの形状とその特性 4 . 結論 である。
強誘電性液晶 を 用い たマト リ ックス表示パ ネ ルの分子配向制御
大 黒 清 吾
SmC* 液晶セルについて， 液晶層の傾斜角 度の制御を目 的 として， ハイブリッド配向処理，酸化チタ
ン斜 方蒸着処理を行なった。 ハイブリッド配向処理では， これまでの異種配向処理同様均一な配向が
得られた。またオフセット電圧もなかった。T i02 蒸着処理においては蒸着角7 00以上で良好な均一配向
が得られた。 さらに蒸着角 を変えると液晶層の傾斜角 度を340 �54 . 8。 まで変えることができた。
文字認識 用マッチング ハードウェアの開発
中 田 修 平
文字認識 用ハードウェアを設計製作した。 このハードウェアは文字認識 のマッチング処理を高速化
する目 的 で開発され， 文字パターン の特徴ベクトルと辞書 ベクトルとの内積演算を， 積和演算器を用
いて高速に実行することが できる。 ベクトルの要素としては 8 ピット符号付き整数を用い， 4 つの演
算器を並列に動作させており， 認識 対象が2000文字種の場合 1 文字のマッチ ングを10ミリ秒 で行う能
力を有する。
MBE によるSi(100) 上へのG e のヘ テロエ ピ タキシャ ル成長 に関する研究
飛 田 雄 弘
Si( 100) - 2 X 1 面上へ の G eの MBE成長において， 4 000C成長とバッファ一 層 (2000C， 200 Â )  
上への4 000C成長(二段階成長)について， 反射型高速電子線回析(RHEED)， X線回析， ラマン 散乱
で評価した。 二段階成長では大きなアイランドの形成が 抑制さ れ， 成長 層の格子定数は4000C成長 よ り
も薄い膜厚でバルク Geのものに緩和 し た。 しかし，成 長層のラマン散乱 の FWHM は4 000C成長の方
が狭 く， 局所 的 な結品性 は4000C成 長の方が優れていると思 われる。
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誘竜体球の近傍 に あ る ダ イ ポ ー ル ア ン テ ナ に つ い て
福 沢 満 保
誘電体の近傍 にある ダ イポー ノレアンテナの諸 特性 を求 め ， 誘電体が存在す る 場合の指向 性なら びに
入力インピ ーダンスへ の影響を 明らかにす ることを目 差した 研究 である。 この研究 は 半 球状の上 の近
く に ある放送 アンテナ の諸 特性を求 め る問題に応用さ れ， この場合 のアン テ ナ諸 特性 を明らかにし た。
誘電 体が存 在す る ことに より， 誘電体による散乱 電磁界に基づ く相互イ ン ピ ー ダ ンス行列 が求 めら れ
て居 れ こ の研究分野での 一つの 解析 法を与えている。 内容 は 1 . 序 論 2 . リア クショ ン 積分 に よ
る総状アンテナの電流分布 3 . 誘電体による球面波の散乱 4 . 正弦波電流 に ま る電磁界 5 . 夕、
イポールアンテナの電磁界の誘電体球による散乱 6 . アンテナの諸 特性の計算結果と考察 7 . 結
論 である。
誘電体 層による反射波 および透 過波 の偏波 特性 について
朴 木 孝 輔
誘電体層に電磁波が入射した場合の様々反射 特性および透過特性を求 め， 望 ましい誘電体層のあり
方 を追求 することを目 差した研究である。 この研究は， 衛星 放送 電波が誘電体層を通過する際の諸 問
題を解決することに応用され， 特に， 円偏波特性の究明 に役立てられた。 また， 本研究は， 電磁波の
反射 特性および透過特性が周波数によりフィルター特性を持つ種々の問題に応用 される。 内容は 1 .
序 論 2. 平面波の反射 および透過 3 . 比誘電率と誘電正接の周波数特性 4 . 多層平面構造の反
射 と透過 5 . 透過波の大 きさおよび位相と楕 円偏波 6 . 放送衛星 電磁波のガラス透過度の実験 結
果 7 . 誘電体により被覆された導体板の反射 特性 8 . 結論 である。
オブ ジェクト 指向 による図書 目 録 カード認識 システムの作成
松 田 充 弘
図書 目 録カー ドの効率的 な遡 及 入力を目 的 とし， オブジェクト指 向的 考え方 に基づいた図書 目 録カ
ード認識 ・ 理解システムを作成した。 即 ち， システムをクラスの概念 で記述し， 知識 表現をプレー ム
で， 知識 の運用をプロダクションシステムで表現したため， モジュール化と見やす さ， 変更のしやす
き を実現した。 また，記述言 語 として， Fortranと結合可能なProlog言 語 を用いたので高速化も実現
できた。
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GaAs，Si(100) Ge の界面 に お け る バ ン ド 不連続 に 関 す る 研究
松 原 俊 夫
G ejGaAs( 1 00) ，G ej Si( 1 00) 界面について G e成長 の結晶性，界面での化学 反応 性，界面での価電子帯
不連続をオ ー ジ ェ電子分光 (AE S)， 低 速電子エネ ルギー損失分光 (LEELS)， X線光電子分光
(XP S) ， 反射型 高速電子線回析(RHEED)を用いて評価した。 G e膜の成長 はWヒータ 又ーは MBE
で行っ たo 成長 時の基板温 度は室 温 ， 3 000 C (GejGaAs)， 4 000C (Gej Si) である。 Gej Si界面は急峻
であるが ， G ejGaA s界面 では Asが G e中 に拡散していた。 価電子帯不連続は G ejG aAsでは�O.37
eV， Gej S iでは， �O. 55 eVで あった。
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